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CHAPTEH I
I^TRODUCTIOU
and
STATEMEUT OF PROBLEM

CHAPTEH I
IHTRODITCTIOir AED STATMETTT OP PROBLEM
The fervid desire of the writer to expatiate npon the
politioal philosophy of William Wordsworth is aptly explained
hy the Poet in "A Tract on the Convention of Cintra." In
appealing for jnstioe for Spain after the Peninsula War,
Wordsworth thus averred:
"So much have I thought it necessary to speak upon this
subject; with a desire to enlarge the views of the short-
1.
sighted, to cheer the desponding, and to stimulate the remiss.'
In many sections of the world today the infringements
of justice are just as appalling to the writer as they were
to Wordsworth in 1809, when he wrote in defense of the cause.
Therefore, it is now appropriate to enlarge the views of the
short-sighted, to cheer the desponding, and to stimulate the
remiss*
President Roosevelt lamented the injustices perpetrated
during the second quarter of the twentieth century and gave
his life in an attempt to mitigate the sufferings of the
victims. In 1942, the retrograde despotism of Hitler evoked
from President Roosevelt this solemn affirmation :
1 William Wordsworth, "A Tract on the Convention of
Cintra"fThe Rev. Alexander B. Grosart, editor. The Prose Works
^illlap Wordsworth
,
2 vols., London: Edward Moxon,Son, and
I5ompany, 1876), I, p.l48
•
. 0
^ r
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We the United nations are agreed on certain broad
principles in the kind of peace we seek. The Jltlantic
Charter applies not only to the parts of the world that
border on the Atlantic but to the whole world; dis-
armament of aggressors, self-determination of nations
and peoples, and the four freedoms-- freedom of speech,
freedom of religion, freedom from want and freedom from
fear, S
Today the nations of the world have united to restore
freedom to the people who were terrorized, tortured, and
subjugated by the Hazi regime. These nations are making
faltering strides on the road to a world democracy.
Our present situation is strikingly parallel to that
of the early years of the nineteenth century, when England
joined the coalition against the aggressive militarism of
the tyrant Hapoleon, who threatened the subjugation of all
Europe. The poet Wordsworth became the finest mouthpiece
of that era.
The writer agrees with Swinburne who lauded Wordsworth
as the heroic poet of his age and declared that "Wordsworth
alone could put into verse the whole soul of a nation armed
or arming for self-devoted self-defense; could fill his medita
tion with the spirit of a whole people, that in the act of
giving it a voice and an expression, he might inform and
3
renovate that spirit with the purity and sublimity of his own.
2 Franklin Delano Roosevelt , "President Roosevelt's
Radio Address of February 23, 1942," Congressional Digest ,XXI
fOctober, 1942), 229.
3 Algernon Charles Swinburne, "Wordsworth and Byron,"
Miscellanies
.
(London: Chatto and Windus, Piccadilly, 1886)
,
pp. 149-150.
€3 •
t «
Much of what William Wordsworth wrote for his own age
has value for us during the twentieth oentury. Today, as
never before in our history, we feel that the progress of
democracy is impeded by a dearth of ideas and inspiration.
We would have wiser and more devoted citizens if we are to
draw upon the spiritual resources of the poet, who, stirred
to majestic eloquence by similar situations, preserved for us
a sound political philosophy.
The purpose of this thesis is to construct a political
biography of William Wordsworth as reflected in his verse be-
tween 1790 and 1811 and to show that from this poetry may
evolve a manual for universal freedom. The plan has been first
to analyze the political life of William Wordsworth in order
to demonstrate how the political poetry was a natural reflec-
tion of his culture and secondly, to list, interpret, and
illustrate, by specific examples from his verse, his recurring
political principles.
In many instances, the precision of Wordsworth's diction
and the lucidity of his lines have obviated further interpreta-
tion and explanation of the poems. Consequently, this thesis
to a large extent invoked the natural eloquence of the fervid
mind of the poet to convey for itself what he so strongly felt.
It is the hope that through these selections we may
discern with what keen courage and determination Wordsworth
faced the fight for freedom and we may be inspired to exemplify
fortitude and self-devotion thus rendering the soul of democ-
0 jitrSJCVeJD 8'
f»«v TT-
raoy Invinoible. The spirit of resistance rising from the
sacred devotion of the human heart, fostered by a persistent
determination, and nurtured by a unanimity that only hope
of freedom could bestow, will in*Tltably lead to victory.
4
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CHAPTER II
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CHAPTER II
POLITICAL BIOGRAPHY OF WILLIAM WORDSWORTH
"Ode"
Our birth Is but a sleep and a forgetting:
The Soul that rises with us, our life's Star,
Hath had elsewhere its setting.
And oometh from afar:
Hot in entire forgetfulness,
And not in utter nakedness.
But trailing clouds of glory do we come
From God, who is our home:
Heaven lies about us in our Infancy !
Shades of the prison-house begin to close
Upon the growing Boy,
But he beholds the light, and whence it flows,
He sees it in his joy;
The Youth, who daily farther from the east
Must travel, still is ITature's Priest,
And by the vision splendid
Is on his way attended;
At length the Man perceives it die away.
And fade into the light of common day. 1
1 William Wordsworth, "Ode on Intimations of Immortality
from Recollections of Early Childhood" (Thomas Hutchinson,
editor. The Poetical Works of William Wordsworth , Oxford
Standard Edition, Few York
:
"ITxford University Press , 1 9 33 )
,
ll,58-76, p. 588 b.
5-
9to 8 no oP>0"
The Freedom of His Early Years
The freedom that permeates Wordsworth's teachings was
not a new philosophy that he formed on reaching maturity.
Prom his earliest recollection, this free spirit was nurtured
by his democratic culture.
It was the year 1770, when Lord North became Prime
Minister of England, representing the personal wishes of
Zing George III, that, on April 7, the second son of John
Wordsworth experienced his sleep and forgetting, and the
Soul of William Wordsworth rose at Cockermouth, in the
Cumberland. His mother, Anne, the only daughter of William
Cookson, created for her son, the heaven in his infancy, but
In 1778, as the shades of the prison-house began to close
upon the growing boy, the mother died. A very attentive
mother she was. Interpreting the eagerness of William
Wordsworth's infantile desires, the mother remarked to her
friend. Miss Hamilton, that "the only one of her five children
about whose future life she was anxious, was William; and he,
she said, would be remarkable either for good or for evil." 2
S Christopher Wordsworth, Memoirs of William Wordsworth
(Henry Reed, editor. Memoirs of William Wordsworth by
Christopher WordBworth
, 2 vols., Boston; Ticknor, Reed, and
Fields, 1861), t, p. 5.

1From a false oonceptlon of punishment inflicted during
his childhood, Wordsworth, a persistently boisterous lad,
became perverse and obstinate in defying chastisement. That
he was subjected to almost no restraint during his youth is
evinced in these lines :
Oh many a time have I a five years* Child,
A naked Boy, in one delightful Rill,
A little Mill-race sever' d from his fBerwent's) stream.
Made one long bathing of a summer's day,
Bask'd in the sun, and plunged, and bask'd again
Alternate, all a summer's day, or cours'd
Over the sandy fields, leaping through groves
Of yellow gmnsel, or when crag and hill,
Th» woods, and distant Skiddaw's lofty height.
Were bronz'd with a deep radiance, stood alone
Beneath the sky, as if I had been both
On Indian Plains, and from my Mother's hut
And run abroad in wantonness, to sport,
A naked Savage, in the thunder shower • ^
It was through the patience of Anne Birkett that
Wordsworth received his first formal training. ^Imong the
other pupils whom Miss Birkett taught to read was Mary
Hutchinson of Penrith, who became the wife of the Poet, in
1802.
In the year 1778 when the Wordsworth home was broken
by the death of the mother, William and his elder brother
3 William Wordsworth, "The Prelude; or. Growth of a
Poet's Mind," fErnest de Selincourt, editor. The Prelude ; or ,
growth of a Poet' s Mind by William Wordsworth
,
Oxford: The
Clarendon Fress, 19E6}, Book I, 11.291-306, pp.l6«18.

3.
Riohard were sent to Hawkshead grammar school. The Poet's
schooldays were days of freedom. He was "left at liberty,
4
then and in vacation" to read whatever books he liked. His
intense delight was not moving tinder the guidance of a watch-
ful eye :
-Ah I better far than this, to stray about
Voluptuously through fields and rural walks.
And ask no record of the hours, given up
To vacant musing, unreprov'd neglect
Of all things, and deliberate holiday.^
Reflecting his eagerness, impatience and impetuosity,
he said :
f'Twas at an early age, ere I had seen
Mne sximmers) when upon the mountain slope
The frost and breath of frosty wind had snapp'd
The last autumnal crocus, *twas my joy
To wander half the night among the Cliffs
And the smooth Hollows,...
I was alone.
And seem'd to be a trouble to the peace
That was among them. 6
4 Christopher Wordsworth, Memoirs of William Wordsworth
,
fHenry Reed, editor. Memoirs of William Wordsworth by
Christopher Wordsworth, 2 vols.; Boston: Ticknor,"Reed and
Helds. 1951), 1, p. 9.
5 "The Prelude", Selincourt, Bk.I, 11.252-256, pp.14-16.
6 Ibid ., 11.310-324, p. 18.
1,
yea ••
!
In October, 1787, the Poet was sent to St, John's
College, Camhrldge, by his uncles, Hlchard Wordsworth and
Christopher Crackanthorpe , to whose guardianship he had been
entrusted, after the death of his father, on December 30,1783.
His advantage of a full twelve-months' start of the
freshmen of his year resulted in an excessive amount of
leisure time for him; this time he either spent idly or read
7
only classic authors according to his fancy.
The early years of William Wordsworth's life abounded
with leisure and freedom. He was not prepared by nature or
by habit to submit to rigorous discipline.
During his freshman year at Cambridge, questions,
directions, counsel and advice flowed in upon him from all
sides, yet while he went from shop to shop about his own
affairs and from street to street with loose and careless
heart, he was the dreamer, they the dream. At length there
came a strangeness in his mind, a feeling that he was not
of that hour or for that place. Yet why should he grieve;
8
he was a "Freeman" in the purest sense, he was free:
For I, bred up in nature's lap, was even
As a spoil *d Child; and rambling like the wind
As I had done in daily intercourse
With those delicious rivers, solemn heights,
And mountains; ranging like a fowl of the air,
I was ill tutor' d for captivity. 9
"7 Memoirs
,
Reed, I., p. 14.
a "The Prelude", Sellncourt, Bk. Ill, 11. 21-90, pp. 70-74,
9 Ibid
., 11.358-363, p.88.
( * (
Having reveled in his freedom from prattling childhood,
he made no attempt to exerolse restraint or to conform to the
regalatlons at Camhridge. Companionships, friendships,
aoqualntanoes all were welcomed. He sauntered, played, or
rioted; he talked nnprofItahle talk at morning hours, drifted
about on the streets and walks, or read lazily In trivial
bookso In an attempt to justify the nonchalance of his
school days, he portrayed the authority at Cambridge as
beating with his staff the child that might have led him :
In playful zest of fancy did we note
(How could we less ?) the manners and the ways
Of those who In the livery were array*
d
Of good or evil fame; of those with whom
By frame of academic discipline
Perforce we were connected, men whose sway
And whose authority of Office serv'd
To set our minds on edge, and did no more.
Uor wanted we rich pastime of this kind.
Found everywhere; but chiefly, In the ring
Of the grave Elders, Men unsecured, grotesque
In character; trlck'd out like aged trees
Which, through the lapse of their Infirmity,
Give ready place to any random seed 10
That chooses to be rear'd upon their trunks*
How different was this portraiture of old age from that of
the good old Cumberland shepherds !
After spending nine months in submissive idleness at
college, he bounded over the hills to his "Sweet Valley,"
where he had been reared. It was at Hawkshead that he engaged
in his long solitary walks amid "rocks, and stones, and trees.'
While sauntering along on one of his trips, he encountered
10 "The Prelude", Sellncourt, Bk. Ill, 11. 564-578,
pp. 98-100.
10

a long, gannt, ghost-like veteran who was destitute, hungry
and forlom# This personification of the horrors of war
aroused Wordsworth's compassion, and he cheered the stranger
with timely conversation, commended him to the charity of a
near-by cottage, and gained for him accommodation therein.
Thus ended Wordsworth's vacation with this humanitarian
accompli shment
•
Again at Cambridge, he pursued a course of independent
study, which gave treacherous sanction to his overlove of
freedom and encouraged him to turn from regulations even of
his own as from restraints and bands. The time passed quickly
by, and when the third summer freed him from "submissive
idleness", with nature sovereign in his mind, he and Robert
Jones sallied South for the Alps* Europe was thrilled with
joy; Prance was standing on the top of golden hours, and
human nature seemed bom again*
They landed at Calais on the very eve of that great
federal day, the day that the Zing was to swear allegiance
to the constitution in 1790. Inspired by the joyous faces,
they progressed "Southward" where their attention was absorbed
by the heunlets, the towns gaudy with reliques of that festive
day, window garlands and triumphal arcs covered with flowers*
Attractive, too, were the open-air dances of Liberty.
Continuing their Journey for two days, they arrived
at the Convent of Chartreuse, where arms flashed and riotous
men fought to expel the blameless inmates* nature, raising

her voice from her Alpine throne, exclaimed on behalf of
Justice:
Oh leave in quiet this transcendent frame
Of social Being, this embodied dream
This substance by which mortal men have clothed.
Humanly clothed, the ghostliness of things
In silence visible and perpetual calm.
Let this one Temple last; being this one spot
Of earth devoted to Eternity. 11
The stir of the revolutionists wantonly ravaging the sacred
convent, dedicated to purity, chastity and love, touched the
Poet's Soul which breathed :
Honour to the patriot's zeal,
Glory and pride to new-bom Liberty,
Hail to the mighty passions of the time,
... But spare... this house. IS
Leaving the convent, Wordsworth and Robert Jones pro-
ceeded across the Alps in the direction of England. An im-
portant event of this tour was a battle for the cause of
liberty. Speaking of it, the Poet said that they:
cross 'd the Brabant Armies on the fret
For battle in the cause of Liberty. 13
ft
11 '*The Prelude", Selincourt, Bk.VI. 11.26-32. pp.194t
12 "The Prelude", Selincourt, Bk.VI. 11. 48-56. pp. 194-96
13 "The Prelude", Selincourt. Bk.VI. 11. 691-692, p. 212.
•X'
He admitted that he looked npon that struggle ae from a dis-
tance and moved through the belligerent atmosphere as a bird
wings through the air, or as a fish pursues Its trackless way
in the sea. At this point in Wordsworth's life, he is in-
terested in his own liberty, but not profoundly interested
in the cause of France*
The tour and the vacation ended. Once more the portals
of Cambridge beckoned. The Poet answered the call and, in
January, 1791, received his degree.
The next four months were spent in London. His roving
in london attested to his lack of proper guidance in school.
He was, even after receiving his degree, he declared :
Yet undetermined to what plan of life
I should adhere, and seeming thence to have
A little space of intermediate time
Loose and at full command, to London first
I tum*d, if not in calmness, nevertheless
In no disturbance of excessive hope.
At ease from all ambition personal.
Frugal as there was need, and though self-will' d.
Yet temperate and reserved, and wholly free
From dangerous passions. 14
The plan of this study so far has been to trace the
development of innate democracy in William Wordsworth as he
progressed unconsciously from one degree of freedom to
another. The next advanced step is to observe his complete
realization in France, the land of absolute freedom.
14 "The Prelude", Sellncourt. 3k.VII, 11.63-72, pp.
218-220.

HepTi"blloanlsm at Its Height
Outside of Prance the political evolntlon that the
Republic was undergoing remained for years unrepealed,
especially to the enthusiasts for the Revolution, who took
at their face value all the fine phrases of the revolutionary
orators.
As we noticed in the previous section, Wordsworth's
early sympathy for the French Revolution was purely emotional.
He made two visits to France before he became a patriot. The
first trip of July 13, 1790, when he and Jones went through
Prance on their way to Switzerland, was of little importance
in the development of his enthusiasm for the Revolution. At
that time, the political affairs were of no Interest to
Wordsworth. He looked upon the conditions in France as an
uninterested stranger would have looked; he "heard, and saw,
15
and felt, was touched but with no intimate concern."
On his second visit to France, the Poet reached Paris
toward the end of Uovember, 1791. There he remained for five
days:
... and visited
In haste each spot of old and recent fame
The latter chiefly. 16
The turmoil in the Assembly Halls, where the revolutionary
^'The Prelude", Selincourt, Bk.YI, 11.695-696, pp.
812-214.
16 "The Prelude", Selincourt, Book IX, 11. 41-43, p. 310.

Power tossed "like a Ship at anchor rock'd by storms", stirred
in him no profotmd feelings. Curiously he visited the ruins
of the Bastille and gathered a stone as a relic"affooting more
emotion" than he actually felt. Passing from these ruins of
the symbol of tyranny, he visited the galleries to find more
pleasure in Le Brun's Magdalen, a work of art. In the midst
of all this destruction, he stood :
unconcerned.
Tranquil, almost, and careless as a flower
Grlassed in a Green-house , or a Parlour shrub
While every bush and tree, the country through.
Is shaking to the roots;... 17
At this time the Poet had not the necessary knowledge to
change his indolent curiosity into active interest. He
describes himself as one coming into a theatre after a strange
drama has been half played; in the drama of the French Revolu-
tion, Wordsworth, residing in Paris from IToveraber 30, 1791
to December 4, failed to grasp the main plot.
Gradually the struggle for Freedom won the sympathy
and support of the English Poet. The unrestrained freedom,
that had been fostered by the democratic environment of his
early childhood and the freedom of his college life at
Cambridge, developed into conscious, active participation in
the political affairs of France. Later in this study, in
the proper chronological sequence, will be given the political
association of Wordsworth and the French Republican general,
Michel Beaupay.
17 "The Prelude", Selincourt, Bk. IX, 11.86-90, p. 312.
15

In the course of his conversion to the cause of the
Revolution, the Poet forsook the placid contemplation of
nature and "gradually withdrew into a noisier world." Here-
tofore this "Idler among academic Bowers" had been indifferent
to the study of history and politics :
having never chanced
To see a regular Chronicle which might shew,
fif any such indeed existed then)
Where the main Organs of the Public Power
Had sprung, their transmigrations when and how
Accomplished, giving thus unto events
A form and body, all things were to me (Wordsworth)
Loose and disjointed, and the affections left
With a vital interest. 18
Passing his boyhood in isolation among the hills and
lakes, this "Child of the mountains" derived from communion
with nature an experience which caused him to look upon man
as a part of nature.
Coupled with his meditation on nature, his social
environment had contributed to his preparation for the
doctrines of the French Revolution. It was the rural district
of the democracy of the English lakes, a perfect republic of
shepherds, that gave him the impulse to write :
A rambling Schoolboy, thus
Have I beheld him, without knowing why
Have felt his presence in his own domain,
As of a Lord and Master; or a Power
Or Genius, under nature, under God,
Presiding; ... 19
p. 280.
18 "The Prelude", Selincourt, Bk.IZ, 11 .99-107, p. 314.
19 "The Prelude", Selincourt, Bk.VIII, 11.389-394,
16

11
Hhe same democratio cultare was enjoyed as he passed
on to an academic republic at Cambridge, Immediately did lie
recognize that :
•..something there was holden up to view
Of a Republic where all stood thus far
Upon equal ground, but they were brothers all
In honour, as in one community.
Scholars and Gentlemen, where, furthermore.
Distinction lay open to all that came.
And wealth and titles were in less esteem
Than talents and successful industry. 20
A*ter facing for the first time the realities and ills
of society and the remedial endeavours in the form of the
Revolution in Paris, Wordsworth, the very name of whose
country was synonymous with the struggle for liberty, moved
as toward his destination t Orleans.
Here we are reminded that Wordsworth's sojourn in
France, Blois and Orleans, saw the beginning of two friend-
ships which intensified his hatred of the Royalist Party and
converted him into a resolute republican. It was Wordsworth's
dissipation at Blois that caused Christopher Wordsworth to
lament :
Wordsworth's condition in Prance was a very critical
one; he was an orphan, young, inexperienced, impetuous,
enthusiastic, with no friendly voice to guide him, in
a foreign country, and that country in a state of revolu-
tion; and this revolution, it must be remembered, had not
only taken up arms against the monarchy and other ancient
institutions, but had declared war against Christianity.
20 "The Prelude", Selincourt, Bk. IX, 11. 228-235,
p. 320.
es
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The most licentious theories were propounded; all
restraints were broken; libertinism was law. He
was encompassed with strong temptations; and although
it is not the design of the present work to chronicle
the events of his life except so far as they illustrate
his writings, yet I could not pass over this period of
it without noticing the dangers which surround those
who in an ardent emotion of enthusiasm put themselves
in a position of peril, without due consideration of 21
the circumstances which ought to regulate their practice.
According to Professor Herbert Head, this dissipation
began at Orleans when Wordsworth made the first of the two
influential friendships. As we recall.Wordsworth* s avowed
purpose for visiting Orleans was to gain proficiency in the
French language. On arriving in Orleans, he secured lodgings
with a family assumed to be that of Paul Yallon. With Paul,
at that time, was his sister, Annette, who willingly in-
structed the Poet in the French language. The tragic ex-
perience came when Annette, the teacher :
...wanting yet the name of wife.
Carried about her for a secret grief.
The promise of a mother. 22
In the spring of 1792, Annette returned to her home
in Blois. At this time Wordsworth also extended his journey
to Blois, where, remaining for seven months, he became in-
timately associated with Michel Beaupuy, a Republican general
of Prance. Often in solitude among the beauties of nature,
SI Memoirs
,
Reed, I, p. 74.
22 William Wordsworth, "Vaudracour and Julia", (James
Hutchinson, editor. The Poetical Works of William Wordsworth
,
Oxford Standard edition; Hew York: OxforJC University Press,
1933), 11.66-68, p,122 b.

Beaupny discoursed freely with tlie Poet upon the following :
the wisest forms of government, civil liberties, social customij
degrading power of patrimonial honor, ignorance of the labor-
ing multitude, miseries of the royal Courts where wrong and
vice prevailed, and man and his noble nature including his
honore^le deeds. While Wordsworth associated with Beaupuy,
Annette Vallon remained at home with her mother and step**
father.
Wordsworth and Beaupuy possessed some characteristics
in common. They joyously agreed that they found :
in rudest men
Self-sacrifice, the firmest, generous love
And continence of mind, and sense of right
Uppermost in the midst of fiercest strife. 23
Being untaught by books to reason well of polity or
law and being abruptly led to take an eager part in arguments
of civil polity, little did Wordsworth realize that the
phrases of Beaupuy meant one thing to the English Poet and
an entirely different thing to the revolutionaries. Hot
knowing the significance of the phrases, the Poet lingered
in Prance as a gladsome votary of the Revolution and not as
a captive pining for home, lo one persuaded him to stay in
France. He remained there of his own accord.
As Wordsworth at that age was one who "felt but nothing
else", one who never thought of judging, he was unable to make
Po 388.
23 "The Prelude", Selincourt, Book IX, 11. 391-394.
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much ont of political theories. He was affected more deeply
by concrete stimuli. One day while he and Beaupuy were out
walking, they :
... chanced
...to meet a hunger-hltten (Jlrl
Who crept away, fitting her languid gait
Unto a Heifer's motions, by a cord
Tied to her arm, and picking thus from the lane
Its sustanance, while the girl with her two hands
Wqs knitting In a heartless mood
Of solitude, ... 24
At the sight of this famished girl, Beaupuy said In agitation:
'Tls against that
Which we are fighting, • • • 25
When this concrete example of misery and distress made Its
sentimental appeal, Wordsworth Immediately became a patriot,
an advocate of rebellious ?rance. His heart was all given
to the People, and his love was theirs. He saw that humanity
In Prance had been degraded and oppressed, that the human
spirit was making a supreme effort to rise and to assert the
dignity of man and his desire for Justice and fraternal love.
To trace the development of his politics Is very
simple. He saw "that the best ruled not" and felt"that they
26
ought to rule." He then hailed with uncritical delight a
reform which promised "a government of equal rights and
27
individual worth."
§i "TCe Prelude". S^llncourt,Bk.IX,11.509-516.p.334.
25 "The Prelude", s4lincourt,Bk.IX.ll.$17-518,p.334.
26 "The Prelude", S^Hncourt.Bk.IZ. 11. 215-216.p. 320.
27 "The Prelude", Sellncourt ,Bk.IX.11.247-248 ,p.320.
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About this time something warned Wordsworth that he
should return to Orleans. On September 3, Annette, no longer
able to disguise her secret grief, once more returned to
Orleans. The Poet's business took him immediately to Orleans.
In this town, "on December 15, a daughter was bom, (to Annette
28
Vallon) and christened Anne Caroline ^ordwodsthfsic
)
Wordsworth was not in Orleans at the time Caroline was
bom. About two months previously he had returned to Paris
where the Revolution was still raging. About the time he was
ready to sacrifice himself as a leader of the Girondist and
after hearing the news of the birth of his daughter, reluctant-
ly he returned to England:
Compell'd by nothing less than absolute want
Of funds for. . .support, .. . 29
In his autobiography, "The Prelude"; or Growth of a
Poet's Mind," Wordsworth did not reveal his love affair with
Annette. There is a story told by Beaupuy which scholars
think relates to the Annette episode. As an example of the
bigotry of birth against which the French people fought,
Beaupuy told Wordsworth the "tme" story of "Vaudracour and
Julia." Briefly, the story is this. Vaudracour, a youth of
noble rank in Auvergne, fell in love with Julia, a girl of
low station, and wished to marry her; but a sealed order,
28 Herbert Edward Read, Wordsworth, fITew York: J.
Gape, 1931), p. 95.
29 "The Prelude", Selincourt, 3k. X, 11. 191-192, p. 372.
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which his father obtained from the King, prevented him from
carrying out his Intentions. He was thrown Into prison and
obtained his liberty by promising never to see Julia again.
The lovers met once more, but were torn asunder. Julia,
having been sent to another town to conceal the threatened
shame, bore for Vaudracour a son. Julia's father objected
to a clandestine wedding, and Yaudracour*s father objected
to any form of alliance. At last, Julia was sent to a
Convent and Vaudracour, with his little son, withdrew to a
lodge In the woods. After a brief period of Illness, the
baby died. Vaudracour thereafter lived cut off from "all
Intelligence with men." Even the obstreperous voice of
Freedom resounding throughout Prance, could not rouse him
from his meditation over his deep wrongs, and he wasted his
30
days away, an imbecile mind.
"There is every evidence to believe that in its general
features the poem entitled "Vaudracour and Julia" gives an
account of the reason of their (Annette Vallon and William
31
Wordsworth) separation." Professor Harper has evidence that
Anne ttf belonged to a royalist family. Objection to her
marrying a free thinker, a foreigner, a republican, came as
much from the side of her relatives as from his.
30 "The Prelude". Selincourt,Bk. IX. 11. 559-933, pp. 338©
358.
31 George McLean Harper. William Wordsworth , His Life ,
Works, and Influence
, (£ vols. Hew York: Charles Scrlbner's
Sons, I'^TS'). I. p. 141.

The tie that bound Wordsworth to Prance at this time
was an unfortmiate attachment which was destined to cast a
shadow over his life for many years to come. The object of
his rash affection bore the name Annette and was known in
later years as Madam Vallon. "The nobility of his character
and his subsequent conduct towards Annette ...make it im-
32
possible to suppose that he abandoned her voluntarily."
He entered France ignorant of politics with a love
of nature ruling supreme in his heart; he left France an
enthusiast for the "Revolution and a patriot of humanity.
32 George MCLean Harper, William Wordsworth
, His life.
Works, and Influence
,
I., p. 141.
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Hepubllcanlsm versns Toryism
The Influence of Annette Yallon, Michel Beaupuy, and
the French Revolution upon the thinking of William Wordsworth
did not end when he returned to England. Finding the humani-
tarian question of Slave Trade to be the paramount issue in
domestic affairs, his problem was to minimize that question
"by bringing it into Juxtaposition with the fight for freedom
which was rapidly destroying France. His vain desire was that
England should aid the revolutionists in throwing off the yoke
of despotism and maintaining a republic. He observed that
there were many Englishmen, who, in order to accelerate the
march toward liberty, were ready to let the slave issue sleep
and were ready to join whatever Caravan appeared that travelled
more hastily in the direction of their goal.
With his cosmopolitan interest in humanity, Wordsworth,
previous to this occasion, had been rather Indifferent towards
the local slave trade. "For me," he acknowledged:
that strife had ne'er
Fasten* d on my affections, nor did now
Its unsuccessful issue much excite
My sorrow, having laid this faith to heart.
That, if France prosper' d, good men would not long
Pay fruitless worship to humanity.
And this most rotten branch of hximan shame.
Object, it seem'd, of a superfluous pains
Would fall together with its parent tree. 33
33 "The Prelude'*, Sellncourt, Bk.Z, 11.219-227, p. 374.
(
TTnable to secure immediately the cooperation of his
country, Wordsworth, thwarted in his supreme desire to aid
France, began to wander about England and Wales and meditate
upon his "deep wrongs*" To some extent the Influence that
the Poet's forced separation from Annette had upon his later
life may be gleaned from his own account :
Three years, until a permanent abode
Received me with that Sister of my heart
• • •
Star seldom utterly concealed from view,
I led an undomestlc Wanderer's life.
In London chiefly was my home, and thence 34
Excursively... I roam'd about from place to place.
His wandering did not aid him In forgetting the French
Revolution or Ignoring his country's attitude towards Prance,
He could not silence his pen and watch the English enthusiasts
for the Revolution gradually withdraw their support and expend
their energy and eloquence denouncing the cause of liberty.
Prominent among the Whigs who early saw their error in their
enthusiastic acclamation of the French Hevolution was Richard
Watson, the Bishop of Llandaff, who, on January 15, 1793,
published his recantation under the caption, "Strictures on
the French Revolution and the British Constitution." This
publication was in the form of a sermon to which an appendix
was attached. In reply to the Appendix to this sermon.
34 "The Prelude". Sellnoourt, Bk.ZIII ,11. 338-347, pp.
490-492.
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Wordsworth wrote "An Apology for the French Revolution" and
35
signed it "A Rep-ahlican." This repuhlican epistle was
published for the first time in 1876. From this letter, it
is evident that Wordsworth's political sentiments were the
same as those of the French Revolutionists. In this selection
Wordsworth, after harshly rebuking Watson for his apostasy,
justified regicide, condemned government at its best as a
necessary evil, denounced monarchy as opposed to reason, dis-
approved of hereditary nobility, and hailed a legitimately
constructed republic as the form of government containing
36
less of an oppressive principle than any other form.
It was the execution of the King of France that lifted
the veil which concealed England* s attitude toward the French
Revolution. After that treacherous act, the "idle cry of
37
modish lamentations resounded from Court to cottage." The
hour of abstract partisanship was at an end. How that Words-
worth had embraced the cause of the Revolution with eager
enthusiasm and sanguine expectations, the course which events
were taking in France made him somewhat apprehensive; yet he
could not so easily relinquish his political theory. Con-
fronted with his two loyalties, patriotism and humanitarianisra,
he had to make a choice. In the light of his philosophy,
75 William Wordsworth, "An Apology for the French
Revolution" (The Rev. Alexander B. Grosant, editor. The Prose
Works of William Wordsworth
, 3 vols., London: EdwarOIoxon , Son
,
and Company, 1876), I, p.x.
36 "An Apology for the French Revolution," (Jrosart, I,
pp. 4-17.
p*4> 37 "An Apology for the French Revolution," Grosart, I,
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England had listened to William Pitt and had ceased to be
liberal :
Onr Shepherds. •• at that time
Thirsted to make the guardian Crook of Law
A tool of Murder; they who ruled the State,
••• child-like long*d
To Imitate, not wise enough to avoid.
Giants in their impiety alone.
But, in their weapons and their warfare base
As vermin working out of reach, they leagued
Their strength perfidiously, to undermine
Justice, and make an end of Liberty. 38
Reasoning in this manner, he ruthlessly abandoned
all patriotic sentiment and more firmly embraced the cause
of humanity :
Such was my then belief, that there was one
And only one solicitude for all;
And now the strength of Britain was put forth
In league with the confederated Host,
lot in my single self alone I found.
But in the minds of all ingenuous Youth,
Change and subversion from this hour. No shook
Given to my moral nature had I known
Down to that very moment. 39
As long as liberty was identified with the progress
of the Revolution, he was a high-spirited Republican :
What had been a pride
Was now a shame; my likings and my loves
Ran in new channels, leaving old ones dry,
... meantime
,
As from the first, wild theories were afloat.
Unto the subtleties of which, at least,
I had but lent a careless ear, assured
Of this, that time would soon set all things right,
Prove that the multitude had been oppressed,
And be so no more. 40
3S "THe Prelude", Selincourt, Bk.Z, 11. 646-657
,
p. 398.
39 "The Prelude". Selincourt, Bk.Z, 11.228-236
,
p. 374.
40 "The Prelude", Selincourt . Bk>X. 11.769-780, p.4Q4.
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But when events brought less encouragement and prin-
ciples were sacrificed for power, when the novelty of the
events wore off and sentiments no longer justified themselves
through conscience, hopes that could not be Impeached were
sought elsewhere. Frenchmen becoming:
••• oppressors in their turn,
had changed a war of self-defense
For one of conquest, losing sight of all
^ich they had struggled for; and mounted up.
Openly in the view of earth and heaven.
The scale of Liberty. 41
Wordsworth became vexed and sore but not dismayed;
neither did he once feel the shame of a false prophet. But
after reading the doom of Prance, he began to adhere more
closely to old tenets. Philosophy, that promised to abstract
the hopes of man out of his feelings and fix them on purer
thoughts, found a ready welcome. How delighted he was :
To look through all the frailties of the world.
And, with a resolute mastery shaking off
The accidents of nature, time, and place,
That make up the weak being of the past.
Build social freedom on its only basis
The freedom of the individual mind.
Which, the blind restraints of general laws
Superior, magesterially adopts
One guide, the light of circumstances, flashed
TTpon the independent intellect. 42
At this point Wordsworth admits that there is a change
in the kind of liberty which he desires to perpetuate. Hence-
forth he will contend for freedom of the individual mind; he
41 "The Prelude", Se^lincourt, Bk.X, 11. 793-797, pp. 404-
406.
42 "The Prelude", Selincourt, Bk. Z, 11.821-830, p. 406.

will enconrage man to start out of Ms worm-like state and
spread abroad the wings of this new Liberty, to be lord of
himself in undisturbed delight. Relinquishing his former,
•untenable philosophy he sought :
To accomplish the transition by such means
As did not lie in nature, sacrificed
The exactness of a comprehensive mind
to scrupulous and microscopic views. 43
In an endless perplexed state of mind, he endeavored
to reason what was right, and exacting proof of all con-
clusions, he grew weary of contrarieties and, "Yielded up
44
moral questions in despair."
43 "The Prelude", Selincourt, Bk.X, 11.843-846, p. 408.
44 "The Prelude", Selincourt, Bk.X. 11.901, p. 410.
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Conservatism of His Later Years
The French Revolution went on, yet at this time (1794)
it no longer had the hearty support of William Wordsworth,
He concentrated his efforts on England and her salvation.
It was during this year that the Poet proposed to his friend
Mathews that they should publish a monthly political and
literary Miscellany to which Wordsworth promised to contribute
"essays on politics."
In his approach to Mathews he thus warned his prospec-
tive partner:
Of each other's political sentiments we ought not to he
ignorant; and here at the very threshold I solemnly
affirm that in no writing of mine will I ever admit of
any sentiment which can have the least tendency to in-
duce my readers to suppose that the doctrines which are
now enforced by banishment, imprisonment, etc., are
other than pregnant with every species of misery. You
know perhaps already that I am of that odious class of
men called democrats, and of that class I shall forever
continue. 45
The political principles of "The Philanthropist, a
Monthly Miscellany", were to have been republican but not
revolutionary. However, this literary proposal failed and
he was forced to seek other means of livelihood.
Seemingly this was a period in which Wordsworth en-
countered obstacles in every direction he turned. Again on
ITovember 7, he wrote to Mathews:
45 William Wordsworth, Letter to 'William Mathews,
Friday, l.!ay 23, 1794, (William Knight, editor. Letters of the
Wordsworth Family , 3 vols. Boston: ainn and Company, 1^4T7~
I, p. 66.

YoTi say a newspaper would be glad of me; do you think
you could ensure me employment in that way on terms
similar to yours ? I mean also in an opposition paper,
for I really cannot in conscience and in principle,
abet in the smallest degree the measures pursued by
the present ministry. They are already so deeply
advanced in iniquity that like Macbeth they cannot
retreat* 46
Before this project materialized, Wordsworth went to
the rescue of his sick friend, Raisley Calvert, whose pro-
tracted illness resulted in death. Calvert bequeathed to
Wordsworth nine hundred pounds which relieved his pecuniary
distress thus allowing him more time to devote to poetry.
Prom January to September, 1795, are veiled months in
the Poet's life. Prom this period of seclusion Wordsworth
emerged with firm convictions. That he was firm in his
disapproval of war is reflected in "The Borderers", in which
he denounced war by portraying its evil influence upon man*s
conception of right action toward his fellow man.
In September, 1795, Dorothy and Wordsworth settled at
l^acedown, where they were surrounded with winter prospects
without doors and winter occupations within. During this
period the Poet composed "Guilt and Sorrow" in which he
exposed the vices of the penal law and the calamities of
war as they affect individuals.
I 46 William Wordsworth to Mathews, Letter of Uovember 7,
1794 (William Knight, editor. Letters of the ',?ordsworth Family
,
3 vols., Boston: Ginn and Company, 1907T, I, p. 78.

Quietly did Wordsworth pass the time at Racedown,
Included also among his activities were wood chopping, read-
ing, and hiking. In 1796, he began to feel a return of
literary appetite and decided to "take a snack of satire
47
"by way of sandwich."
During this period of moral conversion, Wordsworth
"became acquainted with Samniel Taylor Coleridge. Just when
this aoquatntance began is not known, but it was probably
during Wordsworth's stay in Bristol. However, scholars are
48
sure that the meeting occurred before November 20, 1795.
It was in the month of June, 1797, that Samuel Taylor
Coleridge first came to Hacedown. The two authors recog-
nizing and appreciating the merit of each other, developed
a friendship and a partnership out of which cane Wordsworth's
greatest literary works. With a desire to be forever near
Coleridge, the Wordsworths moved to Alfoxden, a location
approximately two miles from the home of Coleridge in
ITether-Stowey in Somersetshire. "Here we are in a large
mansion, in a large park, with seventy head of deer around
us," wrote Dorothy on August 14, 1797. "It was a month
yesterday since we came to Alfoxden. Our principal Inducemen
47 Dorothy Wordsworth to Mrs. Marshall, Letter of
ITovember 30, 1795, Letters of the Wordsworth Family ,Knight,
I, pp. 90-107.
48 William Wordsworth to Francis Wrangham, Letter of
November 20th, 1795, Letters of the Wordsworth Family
,
Knight, I, p. 89.

49
was Coleridge's society."
At Alfoxden, Dorothy began her Journals , which in-
cluded exquisite descriptions of the natural scenery of the
new environment and its influence upon her brother William.
Inspired by Dorothy, whom he wished to stay near him,
the Poet paid to her this true compliment :
She gave me eyes, she gave me ears;
And humble cares, and delicate fears;
A heart, the fountain of sweet tears;
And love, and thought, and Joy. 50
The dark thoughts of the Revolution began to clear and
gradually he devoted more of his time to the writing of
poetry. Intellectual interest in Coleridge developed into
enthusiasm. The emotional crisis ended; there came a period
of profound poetic excellence. From this period came "Lyrical
Ballads of 1798", a publication, to which Wordsworth con-
tributed the preface and poems on nature and himble life,
and Coleridge contributed poems pertaining to the super-
natural .
After this crisis was ended, Wordsworth planned to
spend two years in frormany. Contrary to his plans, after he
and Dorothy had spent the winter of 1798 and 1799 in Goslar,
Germany, T.'ordsworth,with a nostalgia for the shores of England
returned home.
?5 Dorothy Wordsworth to Correspondent Unknown, Letter
of August 14, 1797, Letters of the Wordsworth Family
,
Knight,
I, p.llO.
50 William Wordsworth, "The Sparrow's ITest" f Thomas
Hutchinson, editor. The Poetical Works of William Wordsworth,
Oxford St> Ed.iNew Yor^iOxford Univ.Press. 1933111. 17-50, p. 79 b
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After their short so;)oum in Goslar, Dorothy and
William, returned to England and moved from Alfoxden to Dove
Cottage, in Deoemher, 1799. Here they lived for eight years.
During the first three years of this period, Wordsworth con-
tinued to suppress his reflections on political issues and
copiously expressed his humanitarianism through the composi-
tion of poetry on nature, childhood and rural life, particular
ly the life of elderly men.
The year 1802 was a period of creative activity which
was Inspired by the cessation of hostilities between France
and England and the Poet's third visit to Calais, Prance.
In August, 1802, Wordsworth and Dorothy visited Calais where
he again saw Annette Vallon and, for the first time, saw his
daughter, Anne Caroline, At this time Tordsworth began the
composition of his "Sonnets dedicated to Independence and
Liberty." For the next few years sonnets sprang up in his
course wherever he turned. Supported and encouraged by the
sympathy of Coleridge and the companionship of Dorothy, at
Dove cottage, Wordsworth wrote his greatest political poetry.
Shortly after his return from Calais, France, Words-
worth was married to his childhood schoolmate, Mary Hutchin-
son, in October, 1802. With the quieting influence of Mary
added to the impulsive and exciting companionship of Dorothy,
Wordsworth, in that environment, continued to compose politi-
cal sonnets in 1803. It was in that year also that he
IOt L.
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volTinteered and joined the army at C^rasmere , thus expressing
his antipathy for Prance in action, as well as in words.
Restlessly awaiting the invasion of England by
Fapoleon Bonaparte of France, Wordsworth with Dorothy and
Ooleridge launched out on a six-week tour in Scotland, but
Coleridge's "rheumatic complaint" forced him to change his
course and seek more comfortable conditions in rjermany.
!'7ordsworth and Dorothy continued their trip to Scotland where
they visited the Pass of Eillicranky when hourly was expected
an invasion from Bonaparte. This Pass, Wordsworth commemoratec
in a sonnet, "The Pass of Killicranky" (1803) . Denied the
influence and aid of Coleridge in 1804, Wordsworth continued
to work on "The Prelude; or. Growth of A Poet's Mind," which
he had begun in 1798, but no other political poetry was
written in that period.
The following year, the Poet's life was permanently
saddened by the sudden death of his brother. Prom February,
1805, the date of the shipwreck of Captain John Wordsworth,
William grew increasingly conservative in all his political
views. Evidence of this conservatism is reflected in "Ode
to Duty" (1805) and "The Character of the Happy Warrior," (1805
or 1806). A very brief discussion of these poems will be given
in the chapter limited to conservatism in poetry.
Prom 1806 to 1808, ""ordsworth employed his eloquence
and art in denouncing Prance and Bonaparte and glorifying
heroes of Europe who died with undaunted courage for the
cause of Freedom.
1
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The cares and responsibilities of a husband and father
gradually surrounded him, and in 1808, with a family of three
children, he was forced to abandon the narrow limits of Dove
Cottage for a larger house at Allan Bank.
At the close of the Peninsula War, and the signing of
the treaty at the Convention of Cintra, the populace of
England criticized the harsh terms dealing with Spain and
approved by the English generals. Wordsworth wrote in be-
half of Spain in 1809. This time it was in prose, "A Tract
on the Convention of Cintra," in which he vituperated the
generals of the English Army for endorsing the Injustices
perpetrated against Spain and Portugal by the Convention of
Cintra.
In the midst of his literary fight against ITapoleon,
again the Poet had to move his family. The home at Allan
Bank proved to be too congested for his family of five
children in 1810. He did not move away from ^rasmere, but
remained there and shared the parsonage-house where William,
weak, nervous, and dejected, continued throughout the year
1811 to write his most exquisite panegyrics to the heroes
who died fighting France.
For the second time death visited the Wordsworth family
in 1812. That year Wordsworth lost two of his five children.
The sadness that over-shadowed the rectory at (Jrasmere could
not be endured; for the last time the Wordsworths changed
their abode. In 1813, they moved to Rydal Mount. There it
f" r '
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was that the government rewarded him for his conservatism.
That same year T7ordsworth was appointed stamp distrlhntor
for Westmoreland Cottnty, an appointment which Implied that
he had abandoned his radical republicanism.
At Hydal Mount, his refined existence was cheered by
his wife and sister. Knch of his time was devoted to care-
fully correcting his former compositions.
Another significant political reflection of his life
was the duration of his employment as stamp distributor.
This position, paying four hundred pounds per year, he
resigned in 1842, in favor of his son. following that
resignation, the King, in an attempt to free the life of the
Poet from Impecunlosity
,
granted him a pension of three
hundred pounds per year.
The death of Robert Southey, In 1843, left vacant
the position of Laureateshlp to which Wordsworth was promoted.
This promotion further certified his conservatism. On April
23, 1850, the ultra-conservative, octogenarian Poet died at
Hydal Mount and was interred in the little churchyard in
^rasmere.
i
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CHAPTEH III
ILLUSTRATIOUS OF REPUBLICAHISM
The Relationship "between Wordsworth's
nature Poetry and Polltioal Poetry
"The greatest teachers of our times insist that the
first movements in the evolutionary processes must be read
1
in the light of all that follow." So it is in the study
of William Wordsworth's poetry; after reviewing all the
stages of his political development, let us now return to
the elementary stages and investigate to what extent he
reflected his political ideas in his poetry between 1790
and 1811.
Wordsworth's fame as a poet of nature and humble life
has caused many scholars to neglect the part of his poetry
echoing the vital Issues, national and international, of
his era. His passionate poems expounding true liberty,
hence true democracy, are often consigned to oblivion or
relegated to an unmerited inferior category.
The connection between Wordsworth's Tfature poetry
and his political poetry is greater than may appear at first
reading. A casual perusal may not immediately reveal this
1 Andrew J. George , editor. The Complete Poetical Works
of William Wordsworth (The Cambridge Edition; Boston -.Houghton
ITfflln Company, 1904), p. 826.
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continuity, but a meticulous analysis will disclose that the
same soul permeates all his emotions recollected in tranquility
In analyzing his poetry on nature one will observe
that as a young man the Poet was pre-eminent for his hyper-
sensitivity, "The Prelude" records how the gentle teachings
of nature induced his tardy Interest in society. This pro-
found enthusiasm for nature is reflected in many of his poems.
"Descriptive Sketches" (1791-1792 ), "The Tables Turned" (1798 )
,
and "The (xreen Linnet" (1803) are irrefragable examples of
the same enthusiasm for nature which he so passionately ex-
pressed in "Tlntern Abbey" (1798) :
The sounding cataract
Haunted me like a passion: the tall rock,
The mountain, and the deep and gloomy wood.
Their colors and their forms were then to me
An appetite; a feeling and a love,
That had no need of a remoter charm,
By thought supplied, nor any Interest
Unborrowed from the eye. 2
Natural objects stimulated his senses and induced that "serene
3
and blessed mood, in which affections gently lead on,...."
Living this emotional life, this anti-social, selfish existence
he was :
Taught to feel, perhaps too much, 4
The self-sufficing power of Solitude.
S William Wordsworth, "Tlntern Abbey" (Thomas Hutchinson,
editor. The Poetical Works of William Wordsworth
,
Oxford
Standard Edition; New Yorkt^ford University Press, 1933), 11.
76-83, p. 206 b.
3 "Tlntern Abbey", Oxford Edition, 11.41-42, p. 206 a.
4 "The Prelude," Oxford Edition, Bk.II, 11.76-77,
p«643 a.
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The nature about which Wordsworth sang possessed a
soul and various means of making the will of that soul known
to the soul of man. Her inevitable power and influence over
human beings was augmented in proportion as man increased in
his ability to perceive her voices and respond to them. The
Poet taught that man, living a healthy, natural, free life,
received impulses from nature; the Soul of ITature that doth
5
overflow with an impassioned life was in constant communica-
tion with the soul of mani
The eye— it cannot choose but see;
We cannot bid the ear be still;
Our bodies feel where'er they be.
Against or with our will.
Hor less I deem that there are Powers
Which of themselves our minds impress;
That we can feed this mind of ours
In a wise passiveness.
Think you 'mid all the mighty sum
Of things for ever speaking,
That nothing of itself will come,
But we must still be seeking? 6
Prom the poem "Expostulation and Reply," one learns through
Wordsworth that man must have complete liberty in order to
receive the full benefits of nature. His soul must be free
from the slavery of capitalism, which excludes true liberty,
from excessive impecuniosity , which starves love, and from
promiscuous indulgences in emotion, because there is no
5 "The Prelude," Oxford Edition,Bk.XII ,11.102-104,
p. 735 b.
6 "Expostulation and Reply," Oxford Edition, 11.17-28,
p*481 a.
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freedom without denial and restraint that "breed a second will.
Nature can secure for man all these freedoms, can be for him
both law and impulse, provided that he let nature be his
7
teacher.
In discoursing upon his poetry to Charles James Fox,
Wordsworth wrote that the purpose of his poetry was to
8
"enlarge our knowledge of human nature." He believed that
the simplest men and women possessed the greatest freedom,
that they carried with them their own fortitude and were
encumbered by fewer necessities which an unjust state of
9
society imposed upon them.
During the coarser pleasures of his boyhood days,
nature to the Poet was all in all, yet he neither mourned
nor repined when through the other gift he :
learned
To look on nature, not as in the hour
Of thoughtless youth; but hearing oftentimes
The still, sad music of humanity,
Nor harsh nor grating, though of ample power
To chasten and subdue. 10
7 "Three Years She Grew in Sun and Shower," Oxford
Edition, p.187 a.
8 Note- "Resolution and Independence',' Oxford Edition,
p. 899 a.
9 William Wordsworth to Charles James Pox, Letter of
January 14, 1801 f7/illiam Knight, editor. Letters of the
Wordsworth Family
, 3 vols., Boston: Sinn and Company7~T907 )
,
r; p. 139.
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10 "Tintem Abbey7 Oxford Edition, 11.88-93, p.207 a.
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Jnst as his love of nature led to love of man, so did
his love of man gradually expand to inclnde "aggregates of
individuals." His love of the still, sad music of humanity
lured him into subtle participation in the affairs of society.
The essence of this instinctive democracy is preserved in
the prose selection "A Tract on the Convention of Cintra,"
in which he explains:
There are tender and subtle ties by which these prin-
ciples, that love to soar in the pure region, are con-
nected with the groundnest in which they were fostered
and from which they take flight.
The outermost and all-embracing circle of benevolence
has inward concentric circles which, like those of the
spider* s web, are bound together by links, and rest upon
each other; making one frame, and capable of one tremor;
circles narrower and narrower, closer and closer, as they
lie more near to the centre of self from which they pro-
ceeded, and which sustains the whole. 11
Thus we have Wordsworth emphasizing that the natural and only
possible direction of expansion of the spider's web is from
centre outward. Following this "divine law," the spider may
increase its web as long as it continues to push forward. In
a similar manner, the Poet continues, "Love and admiration mus
push themselves outward toward some quarters: otherwise, the
12
moral man is killed."
;
11 William Wordsworth, "A Tract on the Convention of
Cintra"fThe Rev. Alexander B. Grosart, editor. The Prose Works
of William Wordsworth
,
S vols., London: Edward Moxon, Son,
and Company, 1876), I, pp. 170-1 71.
12 "A Tract on the Convention of CintraV Prose Works
,
frrosart, I, p. 156.
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One would rightly conclude that the expounder of such
a philosophy would easily make the transition from the preser-
vation of self to the preservation of man and the group.
Interest in his country was only another form of profound in-
terest in man. In his conduct toward man and the group, he
emphasized that he applied the same rules "taken from the
intercourse between individuals, to the conduct of larger
bodies of men, or of nations towards each other, because
these are nothing but aggregates of individuals; and because
the maxims of all Just law, and the measures of all sane
practice, are only an enlarged or modified application of
those dispositions of love and those principles of reason,
by which the welfare of individuals, in their connection
13
with each other, is promoted."
After giving the logical process in the organization
of society and explaining that the Individual and the group
are amenable to the same rules, Wordsworth rationalized and
deduced the corollary of his gradual change from the love
of man to the love of nations:
.••the man, who in this age feels no regret for the
ruined honour of other Nations, must be poor in ssnnpathy
for the honour of his own Country; and that, if he be
wanting here towards that which circumscribes the whole,
he neither has- nor can have- a social regard for lesser
communities which Country includes^ Contract the circle,
and bring him to his family; such a man cannot protect
that with dignified loves^ Reduce his thoughts to his
own person; he may defend himself , -what he deems his
13 "A Tract on the Convention of Cintra," Prose Works,
Grosart, I, p^87.
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hononr; but it is the aotion of a brave man from the
impulse of the brute, or the motive of a coward. 14
In examining Wordsworth* s political poems, ontwill
find him portraying the soul of nature allied with the soul
of man in the defense of liberty. His philosophy is that
free souls make free nations; by the soul only the nation
shall be free.
14 "A Tract on the Convention of Cintra," Prose Works,
Grosart, I, pp. 157-158.
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"Desoriptive Sketohea" (1791-1792
)
Turning to his political poetry and letting each poem
speak for itself, one will find this same spirit of true
liberty and freedom of the soul interfusing all Wordsworth's
teachings. The Poet's first poetical composition In which he
reflected his political views was " Descriptive Sketches."
Although it was published in 1793, this poem is a record of
his spirit and chief interests of 1790 and 1791. In the words
of Professor Legouis, this poem is one with which the author
"continually meddled. The original text was materially chang-
ed by Wordsworth in the editions of 1815, and again altered
in 1820, 1827, 1832, 1836, 1845, and 1849. TTlth all this
15
anxious care he never made it a good poem."
A tour of Switzerland furnished material for this poem.
As has been recorded in this study, Wordsworth spent his third
vacation from Cambridge "seeking holiday delight" in France
and Switzerland, accompanied by his schoolmate and friend,
Robert Jones. Tranquil recollections of the French Revolution
and the Alpine steeps inspired this composition.
The Poet was deeply moved by the sight of injustices
whether they were committed against an Englishman or a man of
15 Emile Legouis, The Early Life of William Words-
worth, 1770-1798 , A Study of "The Prelude ." Translated by J.W.
Matthews (London: J.M.Dent and Company, 1891), p. 80.

any other nationality. In "Descriptive Sketches," his interest
in the affairs of ?rance and the infringement of justice is
manifested by his displeasnre at the desecration of the con-
vent, the Grande Chartreuse* The peasants and the forces of
nature Joined him in mourning the doom visited upon this in-
stitution by the Revolutionists. It was the cloud-piercing
pine trees that nodded their troubled heads and the spires,
the rocks and the lawns that radiated impulses of grief. The
peasants sighed; the affrighted Jay screamed; the insulted
eagle wheeled away. The whole atmosphere was one of sadness.
How pathetic it was for the Poet to witness the laughing demons
mocking the cross I Even the rivers of Life and Death and
the neighboring Vallombre deplored this melancholy symbol of
16
the crushing of liberty. in this poem, Wordsworth portrays
the soul of nature sharing the experiences of the soul of man
contending for Justice.
Wordsworth was an adherent of the philosophy that man
was innately good. This characteristic of man enabled him to
do whatever he wished, because he wished to commit only the
action. Therefore, external rules and limitations were not
needed. This idea is expressed in "Descriptive Sketches" in
the passage in which the Poet contrasts the condition of
freedom in France in the year 1790 with the complete freedom
of the golden age :
16 "Descriptive Sketches," Oxford Edition, 11. 53-75
lib- 12a.
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Once, Man entirely free, alone and wild.
Was blest as free—for he was Ifature^s child.
He, all superior but his God disdained.
Walked none restraining, and by none restrained:
Confessed no law but what his reason taught, 17
Did all he wished, and wished but what he ought.
In this passage, Wordsworth acknowledges his supreme faith in
man's ability to govern himself, expresses his disbelief in
any form of government or restraint and echoes his belief in
Rousseauiam— the perfectability of man.
Another implication of Wordsworth's political views
as expressed in this poem, is his dejection over reviewing
the political tyranny in Italy. The Poet advocated freedom
and democracy, and loathed despotism, the antithesis of his
doctrine. Recollecting the political subjugation of Italy,
where slavery was mitigated by the Italian arts which soothed
and cheered the poor, grievously was he reminded that where
18
tyranny prevailed, virtue languished and pleasure failed.
Throughout the latter part of this selection, liberty
is the predominating theme. That Wordsworth was meditating
over the cause of freedom is obvious from his portrayal of
the Swiss people as inhabiting a country renowned for its
marvellous victories over threatened subjugation. He eloquent-
ly alluded to their victories over their oppressors as :
17 "Descriptive Sketches," Oxford Edition, 11.433-438,
p. Ida.
18 "Descriptive Sketches," Oxford Edition, 11.136-140,
p* 13 a.

The work of freedom daring to oppose,
Iftth. few in arms, inntunerable foes.
When to those famous fields his steps are led.
An unknown power connects him with the dead;
For images of other worlds are there;
Awful the light and holy the air» 19
In succinctly epitomizing his attitude toward the
principles of the French Revolution, Wordsworth concludes
this poem with an apostrophe to France and a prayer for her
triumph in the Just cause. Rejoicing over the partial success
48-
of liberty, to France he exclaimed:
And oh, fair France I though now the traveller sees
Thy three-striped banner fluctuate on the breeze;
Though martial songs have banished songs of love.
And nightingales desert the village grove.
Scared by the fight and rumbling drum's alarms.
And the short thunder, and the flash of arms;
• • •
—fet hast thou found that Freedom spreads her power
Beyond the cottage hearth, the cottage door
All nature smiles, and owns beneath her eyes
Her fields peculiar and peculiar skies.
• • •
—But foes are gathering--Liberty must raise
Red on the hills her beacon's far-seen blaze;
• • •
Lo, from the flame a great and glorious birth; 20
As if a new-made heaven were hailing a new-made earth*.
Standing firm in his republican conviction and possess-
ing a high degree of fortitude and bravery, he thus for France
entreated :
19 "Descriptive Sketches'/ Oxford Edition, 11.451-456,
p. 18 b.
20 "Descriptive Sketches," Oxford Edition. 11.612-645,
pp.21 b- 22 a.
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Great Ood I by whom the strifes of men are weighed
In an impartial balance, give thine aid
To the Just cause; and, oh I do Thou preside
Over the mighty stream now spreading wide. El
Voicing this open denunciation of the coalition formed against
Prance, and thus against England, his own country, he con-
tinued his supplication against all monarchs who opposed
liberty :
And grant that every sceptered child of play
Who cries presumptuous , "Here the flood shall stay,"
May in its progress see thy guiding hand,
And cease the acknowledge!purpose to withstand
Or, swept in anger from the insulted shore.
Sink with his servile bands, to rise no more I 22
Thus in his first poem reflecting his political views,
he avowed his republican convictions and supported the Jacobinfi
of France who were striiggling to spread a copious shower of
liberty over the long-parched lands.
21 "Descriptive Sketches," Oxford Edition, 11.652-655,
p« 2S.
22 "Descriptive Sketches," Oxford Edition, 11.669-664,
p. 22 b.
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"Guilt and Sorrow;
or
I Incidents Upon Salisbury Plain"
(Begun 1791-92—Completed 1793-94)
Another one of Wordsworth's juvenile pieces which
reflects his early attitude toward war as an instrument for
securing liberty and Independence is "Guilt and Sorrow; or
Incidents Upon Salisbury Plain." During the period of his
moral crisis, he sought solace in the doctrines of William
Godwin. Some of these doctrines received poetical expression
in "Guilt and Sorrow," a melancholy selection dealing with
the privations of the poor, the vices of penal law, and the
calamities of war. Begun in 1791-92 and completed in 1793-94,
this poem, two sombre stories of poverty, crime, and repentance
told in sixty-four Spenserian stanzas, was suggested to
Wordsworth by the destitution and suffering inflicted upon
the humble people by a half century of almost continuous war
23
for freedom.
In the Advertisement prefixed to the first edition of
this poem, published in 1842, the author prefixed as a matter
of literary biography, the circumstances under which it was
produced :
23 Caleb Thomas Ifinchester, William Wordsworth , How
to Know Him (Indianapolis: The Bobbs-Merrill Company, 1916)
,
p.3¥I

During the latter part of the summer of 1793, having
passed a month In the Isle of Wight, in view of the
fleet which was then preparing for the sea, I left
the place with melancholy forebodings. The American war
was still fresh in memory. The struggle which was
beginning, and which many thought would be brought to
a speedy close by the irresistible arms of Great Britain
being added to those of the Allies, I was assured in my
mind would be of long continuance and productive of
distress and misery beyond all possible calculation.
This conviction was pressed upon me by having been a
witness, during a long residence in revolutionary France,
of the spirit which prevailed in that country. After
leaving the Isle of Wight, I spent two days in wandering
on foot over Salisbury Plain, which, though cultivation
was then widely spread through parts of it, had upon the
whole a still more impressive appearance than it now
retains. 24
"Traces of Godwin's anti-military philosophy are re-
vealed in the Poet's parti cularization of calamities, prin-
cipally those consequent upon war, to which, more than other
25
classes of men, the poor are subject."
While residing in the Isle of Wight, he conceived the
idea of this poem of carnage and distress, in which he por-
trays two victims of the American Revolutionary War. Having
been forced to destitution by the American War of Independence
»
a Sailor and a Soldier's Widow, without design of expectation,
met upon Salisbury Plain, where copiously they poured forth
their lamentations of poverty and woe*
The Sailor was the first one to tell his story. Forced
into the armed fleet by seamen, he was carried to America,
24 "Guilt and Sorrow," Oxford Edition, p. 24 a.
25 "Guilt and Sorrow," Oxford Edition, p. 24 a.
(
where for many years he suffered In the carnage of the Ameri-
can War of Independence. On his return to England after his
discharge, he was possessed with an insatlahle desire:
...his arms to throw
Round his wife's neck; the prize of victory laid
In her full lap, fto see) such sweet tears flow S6
As if thenceforth nor pain nor trouble she could know.
Unfortunately, this desired end could not be achieved, because
27
"fraud took all that he had earned," Slowly he moved in
the direction of his home and family, at the same time medi-
tating how best he could bestow happiness upon his devoted
wife and children. The poor traveler whom he met aroused
no sympathy in his heart. Seized by a passion for murder and
robbery the Sailor attempting to secure money for his wife
and family, killed the poor traveller. Too late he thought
of the murderer's fate and realized that he jeopardized all
future happiness. Turning aside from his road home, he
wandered aimlessly over the plain until he encountered a
Soldier's Wife who, in a condition similar to his condition,
was seeking refuge from the rain, in a deserted temple.
The Soldier's Wife related her story. For the cause
of Independence and for the maintenance of his family, her
husband had volunteered to go to America, where he lost his
life in battle, and his three children during a fever epidemic
26 "Guilt and Sorrow," Oxford Edition, 11.59-6S, p. 25b
27 "Guilt and Sorrow," Oxford Edition, 1. 63, p, 26b.
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When she returned to England from the western world, this
was her reception :
••• homeless near a thousand homes I stood.
And near a thousand tables pined and wanted food.
ISO help I sought; in sorrow turned adrift,
?fas hopeless, as if cast on some bare rock;
Nor morsel to my mouth that day did lift,
Uor raised my hand at any door to knock. 28
After this sad story was revealed, the two Wanderers
went "pacing side by side" across the plain. At length they
chanced to visit a Sailor's Wife, who, on her deathbed, told
them of the murder of her son and added that the evil tongues
of her neighbors accused her husband of the act. At this
time the wandering Sailor confessed the crime to his wife,
the dying victim and pleaded for relief in death at the hands
of justice.
In this story, Wordsworth emphasized his desire for
peace by intentionally accumulating heart-rending pictures
of the horrors of war. This poem embodies not only the
Poet's mental sufferings at the time he wrote it, but also
the most tragic impressions of his childhood. It is "one of
the very few pieces in which Wordsworth has had courage to
express the full depths of his sadness: a noble sadness withal
larising not from any trouble of his own but from those of
29
his fellow-men."
31 a.
28 "(Juilt and Sorrow," Oxford Edition, 11.362-373, p.
29 Emile Legouis, The Early Life of William Wordsworth
pp. 241-242.
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Tfordsworth contended that a STibjugated people shotild
have freedom. But from his close observation of the degrada-
tion produced by war, he had begun to doubt the use of war
as a proper instrument for securing true freedom. Reflected
in "Guilt and Sorrow" is the idea that the prolonged wars
for the independence of America and for freedom in Europe
had inflicted so great calamities upon the poor class of
people that man's use of the instrument of war had defeated
the very purpose for which he fought to achieve. Poverty
and despair, precipitated by wars, had destroyed man's sense
of moral responsibility towards his fellow man and had con-
verted him into a creature devoid of the power of love*
Consequently, war is not an appropriate and effective in-
strument for securing freedom, independence, and peace.
Having witnessed that war was made use of by the
powers of the aristocracy and the monarchs as an instrument
against the young democracy of France; that it was an enemy
of the social order, because it ground down the poor, on whom
democracy depends, Wordsworth condemned such practice , not
on purely sentimental or humane grounds but on the reasoned
30
basis of revolutionary philosophic doctrine.
30 Arthur Beatty, ?^illiam Wordsworth
, His Doctrine and
Art in Their Historical Relations (University of V/isconsin
Studies, Number S4; Madison: University of Wisconsin, 1927),
p»30.
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"The Borderers" (1795-96)
Sometimes It pleased Wordsworth better to invent a
tale from his own heart akin to his own passions and habit-
ual thoughts. In "The Borderers" Wordsworth is revealed in
the depths of despondency. During the period between the
forced separation from Annette Yallon in 1792 and the end
of 1796, Wordsworth carried with him a heavy burden of
remorse. He was in a state of deep mental stress and
moral confusion. "Guilt and Sorrow" and "The Borderers"
are projections of his confused state of mind, in which
the author made "efforts, unconscious perhaps, to cast off
the burden, resolve the crisis in the objectivity of a
work of art...."
As previously stated in this study, the early part
of the year 1795 was a mysterious period in the life of
the Poet. "Guilt and Sorrow" was finished before the close
of the year 1794 and "The Borderers" was not begun until
late 1795. In attempting to fathom the mystery of this
period. Professor Harper found that the Poet's life in
1793 was shrouded with a degree of mystery that is itself
mysterious. Not a single letter of the "young republican"
32
dating from this year has ever been published.
31 Herbert Edward Read, Wordsworth (Few York: J. Cape
1931). p. 118.
32 George Mclean Harper
,
William Wordsworth
,
His Life,
Works, and Influence(2 vols. ,I[.Y» ; Scribner ' s Son8.1'gT^)lTf78.
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As we remember, the period from January to September,
1795 is also a veiled one from which the Poet emerged with a
firm disapproval of war and with feelings more solidly based
on philosophic principles. Proof of this will be found in
33
'"^"he Borderers," composed (1795-1796).
In this tragedy, T7ordsworth in a setting devoid of
law, order and even conscience, observed a group of people
act on their own impulses. The outcome was indeed tragic.
The plot briefly is this. Through the perfidy of Oswald,
one of the band of Borderers, Marmaduke, the leader of the
Band, was led into committing a crime against his will. The
Female Beggar, another character in the drama, helped Oswald
to convince Marmaduke that the beautiful girl whom he loved,
Idonea, was only the foster daughter of Herbert. Idonea,
believing Herbert to be her father who rescued her as a baby
from a burning dwelling and who cared for her after the death
of her mother, refused to abandon him in his state of blind-
ness and elope with Marmaduke.
Persistently persuaded by Oswald that Idonea should be
told the truth about her parents and that Marmaduke should
relieve the beautiful girl of the burden of leading her blind
foster father, Marmaduke led the blind man to a lonely spot
on the Moor and there abandoned him on a stormy night. Accord-
ing to Oswald, if Herbert were the biological father of
33 aeorge McLean Harper, William Wordsworth
, His Life,
Works and Influence, I, p. 251.
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Idonea and not her foster father , someone would oome to his
rescue.
Then Oswald thought that Marmaduke had consummated
the murder, he admitted that he had originated the false
story to bring about the murder. Marmaduke hurried to the
Moor where he had stolen away from blind Herbert leaving him
to die from exposure. But on his return, it was Herbert's
body he found in the care of his legitimate daughter , Idonea.
Marmaduke confessed the crime to Idonea and avowed that he
would go wandering over the waste and wilds in search of
54
expiation until Mercy should give him relief through death.
The tragedy of this criminal, even though he refused to
murder Herbert with his own hands, is similar to that ex-
perienced in "Guilt and Sorrow" by the Sailor who murdered
his own son.
Regarding Wordsworth* s opinions in these years, 1795-
1797, Christopher Tfordsworth wrote:
He expresses a deep feeling of sorrow and commiseration
for the wrongs suffered by human nature under existing
governments; and, having fixed his mind on these melan-
choly results and brooding upon them, he identified
monarchy with its abuses, and looked for a connection
of them all to the unexplored Utopia of democracy. 35
"The Borderers" is none the less an identification
of monarchy with wrongs suffered by human nature under exist-
ing governments, even though the idea is expressed negatively.
34 "The Borderers," Oxford Edition, pp. 37-78.
35 Christopher TTordsworth, Memoirs of William Words-
worthfHenry Reed, editor, Memoirs of "/illiam Wordsworth by
Christopher Wordsworth
.
2 vols. , (Boston: Ticknor, Reed, ani
Fields
, 1951) I, p.
7
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"by presenting the conquest of right thinking, as personified
by Itormaduke
,
by wrong actions, as embodied in Oswald and
the Female Beggar. This tragedy is a vivid portrayal of
the fatal influence of a false philosophy over Marmadnke,
whose commitment of murder was the direct outgrowth of the
false philosophy of Oswald, a man of "crooked ways."
In this drama, the Poet emphasized that there was a
drastic need for a change from the existing government,
monarchy, to a better form of control and restraint. The
form of control which he advocated was his unexplored
Utopia, democracy.
(
"The Conviot" (1795-1796)
Let us interpret what theory of politics Is maintained
hy a poet without a moral philosophy, a poet who is composing
a drama with a setting based on the "absence of established
law and government, so that the agent might be at liberty
36
to act on their own impulses."
"The Convict" is one of the selections that provide
the direct reflection of Wordsworth's mood in 1795, In it
Wordsworth's anti-monarchical sentiments are manifested in
the stanzas in which he contrasts the lot of the King, pre-
sumed necessarily to be a criminal, with the destiny of a
convict, enclosed in a dungeon to brood over his doom. In
portraying the comforts of the King, he wrote :
When from the dark synod of blood reeking field.
To his chamber the monarch is led.
All soothers of sense their soft virtue shall yield.
And quietness pillow his head. 37
How different is the fate of the other criminal who through
"tumult and uproar" is dehied even a brief period of relief
from the thoughts of his crime:
36 Memoirs
,
Reed, p. 97.
37 Lyrical Ballads
, 1798, p. 198
{
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But if grief, self-consuming, in oblivion would doze.
And oonscience her tortures appease,
'Mid tumult and uproar this man must repose;
In the comfortless vault of disease, 38
The poet's conscience is still troubled by the con-
flict of his two loyalties. His humanitarianism is diffused
throughout these stanzas :
Poor victim ! no idle intruder has stood
7/ith o'er weening complacence our state to compare.
But one, whose first wish is the wish to be good.
Is come as a brother thy sorrow to share.
At thy name though compassion her nature resign.
Though in virtue's proud mouth thy report be a stain.
My care, if the arm of the mighty were mine, 39
liTould plant thee where yet thou mightest bloom again.
Remembering that 'Wordsworth justified the execution
of Louis XYI , let us be content that he did not specify
where he would "plant " the King.
38 Ibid
.
.
p,199.
39. Ibid
. , p. 200.
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CHAPTER IV
ILLUSTRATIONS OP CONSERVATISM
Willicun Wordsworth changed from & radical repnhllcan
to a eonservatlv© tory. This revision which took place in
his political theory at Racedown, is later reflected in the
sonnet form, the key with which he unlocked his heart. As
this study will present later in a sonnet composed in 1606,
the Poet's adoption of that particular form of expression
was the result of his meditating how best to obtain true
liberty and in what manner and degree restraint should be
exercised.
Precautionary Measures for the Preservation of Liberty
"Composed by the Sea-Side, Near Calais, August, 1802"
Early in the year 1802, Wordsworth, accompanied by
his sister Dorothy on a visit to Calais, Prance, after the
signing of the Treaty of Amiens establishing peace between
Prance and England, began a series of sonnets dedicated to
National Independence and Liberty.
Pondering the fate of England, Wordsworth stood in
Prance and gazed across the channel with many a fear for the
safety of his home* Prom an entry in Dorothy's Journal, we
learn that she and the sonneteer visited Calais on July 31,
-61-
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1802, and enjoyed delightful walks seeing the far-off coast
1
of England. The poet's mind accompanied his eyes in the
direction of his own country, where resplendent cliffs by
day and magnificent lighthouses hy night reminded him that,
at home, peace still prevailed. Inspired by a new-bom pride
mingled with fear, he trumpeted thus :
Pair Star of even. Splendour of the west.
Star of my Country I— on the horizon's brink
Thou hangest, stooping, as might seem to sink
On England's bosom;
Thou, I think 2
Shouldst be my Country's emblem;
It is now the glory of England of which he sings and not the
country of Prance which he apostrophised in 1793:
And thou I fair favored region I which my soul
Shall love, 'till Life has broke her golden bowl,
'Till Death's cold touch her cistern-wheel assail.
And vain regret and vain desire shall fail. 3
In 1802, no longer did the love of Prance reign supreme in
his heart. The tyretnny of Bapoleon, who fought to re-e8tabli8|i
the despotism which the people were trying to repel, was
gradually starving all Wordsworth's love for Prance. He
entertained "many a fear" that the situation, would again
become critical between Prance and England :
1 Dorothy Wordsworth, Journals (William A. Knight,
editor. Journals of Dorothy Wordsworth
, London: MacMillto
Company , Limited
,
"T9E5), p.l46.
2 William Wordsworth, "Pair Star of Evening, Splendour
of the West," (Thomas Hutchinson, editor. The Poetical Works
of William Wordsworth
, Oxford Standard EdlTTon; New York:
T5rford University Press, 1933), p. 303 a.
p« 61S«
3 "Descriptive Sketches", Oxford Edition, 11.740-743,
68
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I with many a fear
For my dear Country, many heartfelt sighs 4
Among men who do not love her, linger here.
Thenceforth Wordsworth founded his affection upon his own
country.
"Calais, Augast,1802" ( August, 1802)
The men who did not love Wordsworth continued to
adopt measures that intensified his fear* The Consulship
for life was granted Napoleon on August S. By the time that
Wordsworth arrived at Calais on August 7, the news had reached
that vicinity. It was on that day that the poet rebuked the
"men of prostrate minds" who were condoning slavery by their
obeisance to Ilapoleon* In the sonnet beginning "Is it a
6
reed that's shaken by the wind," men from various classes
of society who were rushing to see "the new-bom Majesty"
were reproached and shamed for their "feeble heads, to slavery
prone." They were wantonly exulting in the permanency of a
tyrant's power, the permanency of their subjugation. They
did not know as Wordsworth did that:
It is immutably ordained that power taken and exercised
in contempt of right never can bring forth good. Wicked
actions indeed have oftentimes happy issfues; the benevolent
economy of nature coxmter-working and diverting evil; and
educing finally benefits from injuries, and turning
curses into blessings. .. .all moral good-begins and ends
in reverence of right. 6
4 Oxford Edition, 11.12-14, p. 303 a.
5 Oxford Edition, p. 303 b.
6 William Wordsworth, "A Tract on the Convention of
Cintra"(The Rev. Alexander B. Grosart, editor. The Prose Works
of William Wordsworth, 2 vols., London: Edward Moxon, Son,
and Company, 1876), I, p. 159.
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"Composed Near Calais, On The Road Leading to Ardres, August
7, 1802." (August 7, 1802)
The marvelous contrast between the Prance of 1802
and the Prance of 1790 flashed upon the consciousness of
the poet and thus he lamented :
Jones ! as from Calais southward you and I
Went pacing side by side, this public Way
Streamed with the pomp of a too-credulous day.
When faith was pledged to new-bom Liberty.
A homeless sound of joy was in the sky. 7
Now that ephemeral Joy has passed and in its place are heard
solitary greetings as if a dead man spoke them :
Yet despair
Touches me not, though pensive as a bird 8
Whose vernal coverts winter hath laid bare.
"1801" (May 21, 1802)
Prance had undergone a change, yet he had not com-
pletely given up the fight for freedom which was vital to
his Soul. The atrocities perpetrated in Prance had hastened
Wordsworth's redonciliation with his own country. In his
calm and tranquil moments, traces of his Interest in Prance
as late as 1802 may be discerned through his verse. He
grieved for Bonaparte who did not possess the characteristics
necessary for effective leadership. Hapoleon's early train-
ing precluded him from having a tender heart. Having been
7 Oxford Edition, 11 o 1-5, p. 304 a.
8 Ibid
. , 11. 12-14, p. 304 a.

reared on the battlefield, he was not a wise and good man;
he did not possess compassionate thoughts. Hapoleon, the
leader of France, could never achieve true greatness because
his life was devoid of :
Books, leisure, perfect freedom, and the talk
Man holds with week-day man in the hourly walk
Of the mind's business: these are the degrees
By which true sway doth mount; this is the stalk
True Power doth grow on. 9
Knowing that Buonaparte could never become a leader of a
great republic, Wordsworth discouraged the rapid promotions
granted the tyrant by the French people.
»*Calais, August 15, 1802" (August 15,1802)
Contrary to Wordsworth's exhortation. Prance continued
to prove that she was satisfied with Napoleon's leadership
by bestowing upon him power and honor. Again, on napoleon's
birthday, August 15, Wordsworth reiterated his warning to
England that the tyrant's "established sway" was becoming
increasingly dangerous. In the sonnet beginning "Festivals
have I seen that were not names," he contrasts the present
apathy in France with the sublime yet senseless joy that
reigned on the eve of that great federal day, in 1790. From
this ominous birthday celebration, the poet silently proph-
esied the destiny of man, but still he did not relinquish
hope :
9 Oxford Edition, 11. 10-14. p. 304 b.
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Happy Is he, who, caring not for Pope,
Consul, or King, can sonnd himself to know
The destiny of Man, and live in hope. 10
PAHECnraiCS TO THE HEROES OP LIBEHTY
"On the Extinction of the Venetian Repnhlic" (August,
1802)
?ar and wide continued to spread the wings of tyranny.
Looking eastward, the poet beheld the tragic destruction of
the Venetian Republic How could man be so Inhumane as to
obliterate something most salutary to the moral nature of
Han ? In an Incomparable eulogy upon the final extinction
of Venice, "the eldest Child of Liberty," Wordsworth's revolt
against the Napoleonic tyranny shows itself again. Beginning
"Once did She hold the gorgeous east in fee," he summarized
the origin and growth of the nation and concluded :
And what if she had seen those glories fade.
Those titles vanish, and that strength decay ;
Yet shall some tribute of regret be paid
When her long life hath reached its final day:
Men are we, and must grieve when even the Shade
Of that which once was great is passed away. 11
10 Oxford Edition, 11.12-14, p. 304 b.
11 Oxford Edition, 11. 9-14, p. 305 a.
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"The King of Sweden" fAugast, 1802)
The voice of song called next to the distant land of
Sweden, to the land of the yonthfnl King Gustavus IV, The
King who abandoned his throne to continue the fight for
Freedom was an example of dignity, standing or prostrate :
• •• for the lllustrloxis Swede hath done
The thing which ought to he; Is raised above
All consequences. 12
He began work of fortitude, piety, and love which all his
ancestors approve and heroes endorse. How the heroes justly
acclaim and bless him, as their rightful son.
THE BASIS CP CIVIL LIBERTY
"To Toussalnt L'Ouverture" (August, 1802)
The arm of Bapoleon reached out across the sea. It
was San Domingo that received the stroke which Inspired
Wordsworth to exhort Toussalnt, the most unhappy man of men,
to be patient and cheerful. Though the miserable Chieftain
had fallen In the dungeons of Prance never to rise again,
the Virtuous Soul of the Poet could say :
12 Oxford Edition, 11.9-11, p. 306 a.
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Live, and take comfort. Thou hast left behind
Powers that will work for thee; air, earth, and skies;
There's not a breathing of the common wind
That will forget thee; thou hast great allies;
Thy friends are exultations, agonies.
And love, and mcoi's unconquerable mind. 13
The physical body was fettered, but so long as the
straggle of defense was inspired by the sacred demand of
justice, Toussaint would never die.
''September 1, 1802" (September 1, 1802)
"Among the capricious acts of tyranny that disgraced
those times, was the chasing of all Negroes from France by
decree of the government."
The female Passenger, spotless in array, twivelled
on the boat with Wordsworth from Calais to Dover. She seemed
destitute of hope, but in her heart, well did she know the
power of fortitude and bravery leagued against the enemy of
freedom :
Yet still her eyes retained their tropic fire.
That, burning independent of the mind.
Joined with the lustre of her attire
To mock the Outcast—0 ye Heavens, be kind I 14
And feel, thou Earth, for this afflicted Race I
The Race was afflicted, but not doomed. The unconquerable
mind of the people is the unconquerable mind of the Race to
which permanent defeat is not known.
5x7ord Edition, 11.9-14, p. 306 b.
14 Oxford Edition, 11. 10-14, p. 306 a.
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THE FETTERS OP A MTIOK
"Composed In the Valley near Dover, on the Day of Landing,"
fAugust 30, 1802)
There were sights to be deplored in Franoe; there was
atmosphere to be enjoyed in England. On landing at Dpver,
Wordsworth experienced the usual ecstasy enjoyed by a visitant
returning home from travels "among unknown men in Lands be-
yond the sea." ITapoleon yet held Europe in bonds by the terms
of the Treaty of Amiens. In Prance, the Poet had felt that
nostalgia for Kent's green vales, because :
Thou art free.
My Country ! and 'tis Joy enough and pride
Per one hour's perfect bliss, to tread the grass
Of England once again, and hear and see.
With such a dear Companion at my side. 15
"September, 1802, Hear Dover" (September,
1802)
"Satisfied in heart" to be again on his native soil,
he stood at Dover and meditated over the proximity of Prance
to England. Once more he sounded the apprehensive note of
warning and recoiled in terror at the power of Fapoleon which
could be used for evil or for good. These sombre thoughts
were overpowered by his ever-present consolation in time of
distress ; God will protect the "virtuous and wise":
15 Oxford Edition, 11.10-14, p. 306 a.
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winds blow and waters roll.
Strength to the brave and Power, and Deity;
Yet In themselves are nothing I One decree
Spake law to them , and said that by the sonl
Only, the Nation shall be great and free. 16
The Poet, gentle creature as he Is,
Hath, like the Lover, his unruly times;
His fits when he Is neither sick nor well.
Though no distress be near him but his own
Unmanageable thoughts. 17
"Written In London, September, 1802" (September,
1802)
Wordsworth was satisfied In heart to be again on
English soil, but was forever vigilant In regard to the
bellicosity of Prance. He grieved that the rapid degeneration
of England caused by her Idolization of wealth was transform-
ing her Into an Impotent prey for Prance. Keenly was he
depressed over the ostentation of the British people, when
to his friend, Coleridge , he wrote :
The wealthiest man among us Is the best:
Ho grandeur now In nature or In book
Delights us. Haplne, avarice, expense.
This Is Idolatry; and these we adore :
Plain living and high thinking are no more:
The homely beauty of the good old cause
Is gone; our peace, our fearful Innocence, 18
And pure religion breathing household laws.
16 Oxford Edition, 11.10-14, p. 306 b.
17 William Wordsworth, "The Prelude; or. Growth of a
Poet's Mlnd"fErnest de Sellncourt, editor. The Prelude ; or
Growth of a Poet's Mind by William WordsworW , Oxford:"^e
Clarendon Fress, 19^1577 Ik. I, 11.145-149, p. 10.
18 Oxford Edition, 11.7-14, p. 307 a.
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"London, 1802" (September, 1802)
Reminiscing that there is one great Society alone on
earth, the noble Living and the noble Dead, Wordsworth, after
reminding the noble Living, Coleridge, that the good old days
had gone, immediately sought refuge in the past with the noble
Dead, Milton. To his predecessor, he made this eloquent
appeal :
Milton I thou should' st be living at this hour :
England hath need of thee ; she is a fen
Of stagnant waters: altar sword, and pen
Fireside, the heroic wealth of hall and bower.
Have forfeited their ancient English dower
Of inward happiness. We are selfish men ;
Oh raise us up, return to us again; 19
And give us manners, virtue, freedom, power.
England, the home of Liberty, was in need of men like
this austere republican who possessed a great Soul, who bore
himself in cheerful godliness, and who had a heart that would
assume the lowliest duties. Such men England needed to cope
with the stupendous force of Napoleon.
"Great Men Have Been Among Us; Hands That Penned" (1802)
Wordsworth, continuing to revel in the glory of the past,
thus soliloquized :
Great men have been among us; hands that penned
And tongues that uttered wisdom- better none:
The later Sidney, Marvel, Harrington, EC
Young Vane, and others who called Milton friend.
19 Oxford Edition, 11. 1-8, p. 307 a.
20 Oxford Edition, 11. 1-4, p. 307 a.

Milton and Ms friends conld act and comprehend. They knew
how genuine liberty was won and taught us that great strength
must bend to magnanimous meekness*
Aroused by a traumatic fear of Prance, Wordsworth
turned his pen In that direction and affixed upon her a
groundless accusation of Intellectual sterility:
Prance, 'tie strange.
Hath brought forth no such souls as we had then.
,
Perpetual emptiness I unceasing change !
TSo single volume paramount, no code.
No master spirit, no determined road; 21
But equally a want of books and men 1
"It Is Not To Be Thought Of That The Flood" (180S or
1803)
As he held communion with the glorious dead, his calm
triumphant faith in Freedom returned. Then it was that he
realised that British Freedom could never perish:
In our halls is hung
Armoury of the Invincible Knights of old:
We must be free or die. 22
Wordsworth possessed this invincible spirit and used his
sonnets to aid in building up the invincible spirit of the
Nation.
21 Oxford Edition, 11.9-14. p, 307 b.
22 Oxford Edition, 11.9-11, p. 307 b.
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"When I Have Borne in Memory What Has Tamed"
(1802 or 1803)
In an attempt to apologize for his fear which permeated
many of his sonnets, the Poet voioed his recantation thus :
Uow, when I think of thee, and what thou art,
Terily, in the bottom of my heart, 23
Of those unfilial fears I am ashamed.
"October, 1803" (October, 1803)
In the year 1803, Prance became impatient to put out
the only light of Liberty that remained on earth, impatient
to conquer England the home of Liberty. After the conqnest
of Switzerland, following the dictates of an Insatiable de-
sire for the extinction of Liberty, Prance again attempted
the snb jngatlon of England. The Poet concluded that only
Ignorance could cause one to strlYe to banish Preedom from
the world:
How piteous then that there should be such dearth
Of knowledge; that whole myriads should unite
To work against themselyes such fell despite:
Should come in frenzy and in drunken mirth.
Impatient to put out the only light 24
Of Liberty that yet remains on earth 1
Wordsworth is no longer in accord with the frenzy and
mirth of republicanism as it is practiced in Prance. He
has discovered his error and at this point is advocating
conservatism which is based on virtuous Liberty.
23 Oxford Edition, 11. 6-8, p,308 a.
24 Oxford Edition. 11. 9-14, p. 308 a

"There Is A Bondage Worse, Far Worse, To Bear" (1803)
In two of Ms sonnets Wordsworth is thinking of any
nationo Granting that Napoleon had made France his slave,
Wordsworth recognized a bondage far worse than that which
man can impose on man. This slavery is :
One of a nation who , henceforth must wear
Their fetters in their souls. Foe who could be.
Who, even the best, in such conditions free
From self-reproach, •••• 25
A Nation whose soul is fettered will not be able to gather
strength, but must droop and pine. For that Nation all the
pleasant things of the earth will fade and contribute to her
decline.
"October, 1803" (October, 1803)
Another contributory cause to the decline of a Nation
is idolization of wealth. Even rich men, who are naturally
brave, taint the air with words of apprehension and despair.
The atmosphere and events of 1803 only served to corroborate:
That every gift of noble origin
Is breathed upon by Hope's perpetual breath;
That virtue and the faculties within
Are vital,—and that riches are akin
To fear, to change, to cowardice, and death. 26
A Nation desiring to be free must relegate riches to a second-
ary position and build upon meekness and virtue, because it ia
only by the soul that a Nation can be free.
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25 Oxford Edition. 11. 5-8, p. 308 b.
26 Oxford Edition, 11. 10-14, p. 308 b
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"England I The Time Is Come When Thon ShoulcLst Wean"
(probably 1803)
Wordsworth, the champion for the freedom of England,
repeatedly warned her of her faults and advocated measures
for her improvement. In this sonnet, he appealed to her to
admit her imperfections and refrain from all vicious prac-
tices which avert good destined for other nations. The Poet
felt that although it was generally conceded that France was
more ignorant and more contemptible than England, the grievous
fact remained that England was not the perfect home of Liberty.
As England, the best available home of Liberty, was putting
forth no effort to correct her defects, it grieved the Poet
to know:
27
••• that Earth's best hopes rest all with Thee (England).
"October, 1803" (October, 1803)
By the glorification of heroes— men and nations —
engaged in the defense of Virtuous Liberty, heroes undaunted
by temporary defeat, Wordsworth again exemplified his political,
views.
Uapoleon, who exulted in his temporary successes, could
never be a hero in the eyes of the Poet because the Tyrant
used his power for evil purposes; he used his power to ex-
tinguish the lights of Liberty:
27 Oxford Edition, 1. 14, p. 309 a.
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There was nothing in Kapoleon to yenerate. Of conrse he was
achieving so great success that Wordsworth at times almost
doubted Providence • That ephemeral doubt soon made way for
permanent hope, and loudly rang out this song :
• • • great Grod I
I measure back the steps which I have trod ;
And tremble, seeing whence proceeds the strength
Of such poor Instruments, with thoughts sublime
I tremble at the sorrow of the time. 28
Materialistic power cannot long subdue a nation with an un-
conquerable soul. In this sonnet he emphasized that a Hation
is as free as its soul.
CALL TO ARMS
"To The Men of Kent, October, 1803" (October, 1803)
By the end of 1805, William Pitt had enrolled as
volunteers more than ten thousand men of Eent and one thousand
29
and forty in the Army of Reserve. On October 9, 1803,
Dorothy Wordsworth wrote to Mrs. Clarkson that her brother
William was a determined hater of the French. He was willing
to do all in his power to destroy the French if they should
enter England; this fact he substantiated by going to
30
Grasmere to volunteer. To the Vanguards of liberty, the
men who would be the first to encounter the French troops,
Wordsworth counselled thus :
55 5x7ord Edition. 11.10-14, p. 309 a.
29 H.D. Poland, The Patriotic Poetry of William
Wordsworth
, ( Oxford : The Clarendon Press, 1916 ) , p75ST
30 Dorothy Wordsworth, Letter to Mrs. Clarkson. Sunday
October 19, 1803fWllliam Knight, ed. .Letters of the Wordsworth
Family, 3 vols., Boston: Ginn and Comnanv. 1904).I. p.150.
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How is the time to prove your hardiment I
To France be words of invitation sent I
They from their fields can see the countenance
Of your fierce war, may ken the glittering lance.
And hear you shouting forth your brave intent. 31
He incited them by reminding them of their glorious past.
In years of yore defeat never attended their efforts; not
even the Hermans were able to conquer them :
No parleying now. In Britain is one breath;
We are all with you, now from shore to shore;
Ye men of Kent, 'tis victory or death I 32
Wordsworth revealed his keen foresight in issuing a
second call to arms in 1803. This time the appeal was not
in the form of a sonnet. The poem is included here because
it is pertinent to the study of this period.
"Lines On The Expected Invasion, 1803" (1803)
Prom the Poet, the call to arms rang out in all
directions and to all political parties—Tories
,
Whigs, and
neutrals. He entreated them to come in answer to the
Country's call:
Resolving (this a free-bom Nation can)
To have one Soul, and perish to a man,
Or save this honored Land from every Lord
But British reason and the British sword» 33
31 Oxford Edition, 11. 4-8, p. 309 b.
32 Ibid., 11. 11-12, p. 309 b.
33 Oxford Edition, 11. 17-20, p. 310 a.
I
Polltloal parties as saeh were Ignored, and all were called
to save the Soul of the nation.
IMAGIHARY BATTLES WITH PRAUCE
"In the Pass of Elllicranky" (October, 1803)
As Wordsworth and Dorothy were touring Scotlwad where,
in October, 1803, an hourly inrasion was expected from lapol-
eon the Poet was reminded of the battle of Klllikranky that
was fought in 1689. The British soldiers led by Viscount
Dundee advanced against the Highlanders and murdered so many
shepherds and herdsmen in battle that their dead bodies
stopped the Garry River. If Scotland only had Dundee to
defend her against ITapoleon or if England had Dundee for
one hour :
like conquest would the men of England see;
And her Poes find a like inglorious grave. 34
"Anticipation, October, 1803" (October, 1803)
Fearfully awaiting the invasion, the Poet, in a brief
flight of his imagination hampered by thoughts of ferocious
slaughter, witnessed the Victory of the British troops in a
battle on English soil. Since the time of the Herman Con-
35
quest, foreign "invaders" had not put foot on"British ground.*
34 Oxford Edition, 11. 13-14, p. 293 b.
35 William Angas Knight, Quoted from Dyer in Poetical
Works of William Wordsworth(Edinburgh: William Patterson,
11 volsT, 1682-1859), Vol. II, p. 384.
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Yet In this imaginary battle, the Tyrant landed and was con-
qnered, British troops marched to the victory tones while
the grandames, wives, and infants rejoiced. In his imagina-
tion, he anticipated the sacrifices of such a bloody victory,
but they were outweighed :
Divine must be
That triumph, when the very worst, the pain.
And even the prospect of our brethren slain.
Hath something in it which the heart enjoys;
In glory will they sleep and endless sanctity. 36
36 Oxford Edition, 11. 10-14, p. 310 b*

CHAPTER V
ILLUSTRATIOUS OP PASSIVE CONSERVATISM
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CHAPTEH 7
ILIUSTRATIOHS OP PASSIVE CONSERVATISM
Effeotiye Leadership
It waa the year 1806 that Wordsworth's attention again
centered on leadership and polities. The death of his brother,
Captain John Wordsworth, In Pebmary, 1805, was a great shock
to the Poet. At the close of 1804, Captain Wordsworth was
appointed to the command of the Abergavenny East-Indlaman
,
bound for India and China. With four hundred two persons
on board, he sailed from England at the beginning of February.
On February 5, the ship struck on the shambles of the Bill
of Portland. The catastrophe was due to the Incompetency of
the pilot. Along with Captain Wordsworth many of his crew
1
were drowned.
On October 21, 1805, Lord Uelson was fatally wounded
In the Battle of Trafalgar. Again Wordsworth's heart was
saddened. These two characters, Captain Wordsworth and Lord
Uelson are eulogized In the poem entitled, "Character of the
Happy Warrior." This poem Is not a sonnet, but the writer Is
1 Christopher Wordsworth, Memoirs of William Wordsworth
(Henry Reed, editor, Memoirs of William Worlsworth
,
by
Christopher Wordsworth , 2 vols., (Boston: Tlcknor. Reed, and
Fields, 1851)
,
I, PP.286-S87.
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Inclndlzig It in the thesis, becanse it marked the point in
Wordsworth's life at which he began to reflect increasingly
conservative views.
"Character of The Happy Warrior" (1805-1806)
In this poem, Wordsworth, subtly eulogizing his brother
John and his friend,Lord Uelson, portrayed the kind of leader
that a republic should elect. This leader should possess a
combination of the virtues observed in the characters of
Captain John Wordsworth and Lord Nelson. The ideal governor
who should lead in the cause of Liberty should exemplify a
generous spirit; his lowest acts should be inspired by high
endeavor. He should be diligent in satisfying his natural
desire for knowledge. Bravery, compassion, and self-control
must be his assistants. Reason must forever be his gaide and
overt actions his choice. This is the character of the
leader that Wordsworth wished to see leading the world to
democracy and freedom. This poem reflects not radical re-
publicanism but conservatism in which restraint breeds a
second will.
THE ITEW COUTROL
Mring this same year, the Poet composed two other
poems which are not sonnets, yet these poems, dealing pri-
marily with the moral views of Wordsworth, contain two
2 William Wordsworth, "Character of the Happy Warrior"
(Thomas Hutchinson, editor. The Poetical Works of William
Wordsworth, Oxford Standard ElTTion. New York: Oxford Uni-
versity Press, 1933), pp.493 a—494 a.
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statements pertinent to this study. In the first poem,
"Elegiac Stanzas," Wordsworth avers that he has submitted
3
to a new control. In "Ode to Duty," the Poet makes another
4
declaration in which he promises to serve Duty more strictly
than he had been doing previous to this year.
Also, among the compositions of 1805 was the completion
of the first edition of "The Prelude; or. Growth of a Poet's
Mindo" A discussion of the political views exemplified in this
autobiography will be found in this treatise, beginning on
page 6.
!^etuming to the study of the sonnets, let us now
consider the one in which Wordsworth explained his reason
for turning to that particular form of poetry.
"Uuna Fret Hot At Their Convent's Narrow Room" fl806)
Pouring forth his emotions recollected in tranquility,
Wordsworth began, "Uuns fret not at their convent's narrow
room." It was the fruit of the French Revolution that con-
ditioned his thinking and led him to the conclusion that no
extension of man's liberty could take place without affecting
his moral responsibility. Wordsworth reasoned that the
revolutionists must have felt "the weight of too much liberty?
Their prodigious liberty of action was disproportionate to
their strength of judgment or self-control, and must .therefore,
3 Oxford Edition, 1.34, p. 578 b.
4 Oxford Edition, 1.32, p. 492 b.

either oppress their oonsolences or vex them with undetermined
choice or the consequences of an ungoTemed will.
Having thus arrived at the conclusion that optimum
amount of llherty conducive to the greatest ease of an in-
dividual varies with the individual, Wordsworth continued
that, in order to Insure contentment, all restrictions should
be self-imposed :
••• the prison, unto which we doom
Ourselves, no prison is. 5
The Poet himself had felt the weight of too much
liberty in his writings and found solace in being bound :
6
"Within the Sonnet's scanty plot of ground."
In this sonnet, Wordsworth is emphasizing that voluntary
restraint eliminates friction, because for one to fret over
self-imposed discipline would be to complain against oneself;
therefore, the nuns, the hermits, the students, the maids,
and the weavers are blithe and gay. The bee is included in
this selection. What restraint is imposed on him who soars
from bloom to bloom and lingers at will whenever he chooses ?
According to the Poet's philosophy, the bee is endowed with
instinctive restraint, and therefore, will measure by the hour
his lingering in the foxglove bells. Just as these restric-
tions imposed by the will of each individual and by the in -
stinct of the bee operate to produce contentment, so would it
5 Oxford Edition, 11. 8-9, p. 250 a.
6 Oxford Edition, 1. 11, p. 250 a.
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operate in the laws governing a legitimately constructed
Republic, where the will of the people is the will of the
nation*
•TJovemher, 1806" (1806)
In the year 1806, Wordsworth was still harassed hy
the advancement of IJapoleon's armies over the continent of
Europe. The defeat of the French fleet in the Battle of
Trafalgar, October 21, 1805, did not end the war. England
was still perplexed over her own safety. On January 23,1806,
William Pitt had died. September 13, 1806, saw the death of
James Charles Fox. Then came the Battle of Jena, on October
14, 1806. England, after Prussia received the deadly blow
that overthrew her mighty empire, was left alone. Freedom
stood single in her only sanctuary, Wordsworth saw that
safety rested with England, that she had to stand unpropped,
or be defeated by France. The recent passing of Pitt and
Fox left the Poet somewhat doubtful as to the strength of
England guided by new politicians. Considering the possibili-
ties, hesitatingly he thus predicted :
We shall exult, if they who rule the land
Be men who hold its many blessings dear.
Wise, upright, valiant; not a servile band.
Who are to judge of danger which they fear,
And honour which they do not understand. 7
7 Oxford Edition, 11. 10-14, p.310 b.
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"Thought of A Briton On The Subjugation of Switzerland" (1807)
Thinking of this perfidious Tyrant that had silenced
the Toice of Liberty of the mountains in 1807, the fearful Poet
entreated High-Souled Liberty to "cleave, 0 cleave, to that
which is still left." England, the Voice of the sea, was
all that remained of the home of Virtuous Liberty :
What a sorrow would it be
That Mountain floods should thunder as before.
And Ocean bellow from his rocky shore.
And neither awful Voice be heard by thee I 8
Prom Wordsworth's sonnet, we can see that he was a champion
of Freedom and was ever apprehensive and mindful of all
ominous shadows*
"To Thomas Clarkson, On The Pinal Passing of The Bill For The
Abolition of The Slave Trade,March, 1807V (March, 1807)
In spite of all the Poet's exhortations, England did
not possess the Soul of which he sang* The Enemy France was
threatening destruction from without. The Enemy Slavery had
weakened her within. Thomas Clarkson, in his fervent prime,
had toiled continuously in his campaign for the abolition of
slave trade. Let us rejoice with Wordsworth in the ultimate
reward of him who made sacrifices of various degrees for the
extinction of slavery :
8 Oxford Edition, 11. 11-14, p. 306 b.
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And thon henceforth wilt have a good man's calm,
A great man's happiness; thy zeal shall find
Repose at length, firm friend of hamankind I 9
"A Prophecy, Pehruary, 1807" (1807)
Every effort made in the promotion of Freedom will be
doubly rewarded. Germany, a nation true to her self, that
rose and cast off the yoke of sub jngation,will accomplish
great things; her efforts will be endowed with success. On
the contrary, retribution will be visited upon Bavaria who
allied herself with the Tyrant:
—Woe to them all I but heaviest woe and shame
To that Bavarian who could first advance
His banner in accursed league with Prance,
First open traitor to the (Jerman name I 10
"Composed By The Side of Gresmere Lake" (1807)
While lingering by the side of Grasmere Lake and
longing for a home removed from the dangers of slavery,
Wordsworth, in his imagination ascended to the heavens
with Jove, Yenus, and Mars, a happy distance from this ter-
restrial sphere where a ruthless despot threatened domina-
tion by incessant wars. In withdrawing to Grasmere, Words-
worth had attempted to escape the ruthless mortals :
But list I a voice is near;
Great Pan himself low-whispering through the reeds,
'Be thankful, thou; for, if unholy deeds
Ravage the world, tranquility is here I' 11
Oxford Edition, 11. 12-14, p. 313 a.
10 Oxford Edition, 11. 11-14, p. 313 a.
11 Oxford Edition, 11. 11-14, p. 313 bj^
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OBJECTS THAT ENSLAYB
The spectacle of Spain, forsaken "by her ruler, rising
in defense of Freedom excited Wordsworth* s enthtisiasin, and
he again sang the praises of the undaunted heroes. After
the Battle of Vimiera in which Welle sley defeated the French
under Junot, peace terms were specified at the Convention
of Cintra. The people of England keenly criticized the
terms of the Treaty, and Wordsworth in "A Tract on the Con-
vention of Cintra" severely reprimanded the "land of liberty
and courage and peace; the Land trustworthy and long approved;
the home of lofty example and beningn precept; the central
orb to which, as a fountain, the nations of the earth ought
12
to repair, and in their golden urn draw light."
England had weighed her actions in the balance and had found
them wanting in that Justice which was most excellent.
"Hot »Mid The World's Vain Objects That Enslave" fl808)
In connection with the writing of "A Tract on the
Convention of Cintra," Wordsworth composed two sonnets. In
the first one, he described his environment as being removed
from the world's vain objects that enslave the free-bom Soul,
removed from factions that lead astray the wise and the brave.
He was not in society but in a dark rocky cave surrounded by
mighty Uature :
12 William Wordsworth, "A Tract on the Convention of
Cintra" (The Rev. Alexander B. Grosart, editor, The Prose Works
of William Wordsworth
,
2 vols., London: Edward Moxon, Son,
and Company, 1876), I, p.112.
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In this school snblime
I weigh the hopes and fears of suffering Spain;
For her consult the auguries of time.
And through the human heart explore my way;
And look and listen—gathering, whence I may,
Triumph, and thoughts no bondage can restrain. 13
"I Dropped My Pen I and Listened to The Wind" (1808)
Sensitive to this natural atmosphere, he was able to
put his pen aside, to be lulled by the wind, and to become :
wholly lo st
To the general sense of men by chains confined
Of business, care, or pleasure; or resigned
To timely sleep. 14
He prophesied the far-reaching influence of his Tract which
would be like the struggle against Uapoleon:
Which, while it makes the heart with sadness shrink.
Tells also of bright calms that shall succeed. 16
HEROES OP EUROPE
"Hofer" (1809)
The heroes of Europe became the subject of eulogy
for the next group of sonnets. Those heroes who died with
unvanquished hearts have only passed to a land of calm and
greater Freedom.
13 Oxford Edition. 11. 9-14, p. 314 a.
14 Oxford Edition, 11. 3-6, p. 314 a.
15 Oxford Edition, 11. 13-14, p. 314 b
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Andreas Hofer, an Innkeeper who led the Tyrolese
herdsmen and patriots In their defense against I7apoleon,
Is portrayed as a godlike descendant of Immortal parentage.
He was as modest as he was great. The French lost half of
their men under the staggering shocks of Liberty leagaed
with :
Hills, torrents, woods, embodied to benock
The Tyrant, and confoxmd his cruelty • 16
"Advance—Come Forth From Thy Tyrolean Ground" (1809)
In this apostrophe. Dear Liberty Is commanded to come
forth, to spread out from her Tyrolean mountains and to In-
habit all nature:
That all the Alps may gladden In their might.
Here, there, and In all places at one hour. 17
If Liberty could only move at the Poet's exhortation, the
world would be one Hatlon where the wills of the virtuous
populace would be the will of the world*
"Feelings of The Tyrolese" (1809)
Continuing In the enthusiastic vein over the cause
of the Tyrolean patriots, Wordsworth from them dramatically
divined the following resolution :
The Land we from our fathers had In trust.
And to our children will transmit, or die;
This Is our maxim, this our piety
And Grod and Uature say that It Is just. 18
~T5 Sxford Edition, 11.18-14, p. 514 b.
17 Oxford Edition, 11. 13-14, p. 315.
' 18 Oxford Edition, 11. 1-4, p.316 a.
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They could Judge their fate from the previous atrocities
of Napoleon. Imperative was their pledge to:
••• go forth, a self-devoted crowd.
With weapons grasped in fearless hands, to assert,
Onr virtue, and to vindicate mankind. 19
"Alas 2 What Boots The long laborious Quest"
(1809)
Among the other countries that fought in defense of
Freedom was Germany. Her contribution was less than that
of the Tyrolese. The ostentatious weakness of sapient
(Jermany was her laborious quest for knowledge. Uow her
haughty Schools must lie depressed beneath the brutal sword.
It is a pathetic truth that :
A few strong instincts and a few plain rules.
Among the herdsmen of the Alps, have wrought
More for mankind at this unhappy day
Than all the pride of intellect and thought. 20
"And Is It Among Rude Untutored Dales" (1809)
The idea that the herdsmen among the rude untutored
dales possessed true hearts was a conviction of Wordsworth's
own early childhood. Since that time, he had found no others
quite so true as the shepherds. He now admitted that it was
not by rocks and woods that man prevailed. There is a pro-
tection even though Nature's protection fails :
19 Oxford Edition, 11. 12-14, p. 315 a.
20 Oxford Edition, 11. 11-14, p. 315 b.
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There is a bulwark in the soul. This knew
Iberian Burghers when the sword they drew
In Zaragosa, naked to the gales
Of fieroely-breathing war. The truth was felt
By Palafox, and many a brave compeer.
Like him of noble birth and noble mind;
By ladies, meek-eyed women without fear;
And wanderers of the street. 21
These dwellers among rude untutored Dales knew the secret of
true freedom. By the Soul only, the Uation shall be glad and
free.
"O'er The Wide Earth, on Mountain and on Plain" (1809)
There is a God like the universal Pan that rules over
city and field, a God who does not yield hope nor promise in
times of fear and pain. This God dwells in the soul of man.
Thus contemplating the doom of England, the Poet uttered a
prayer for her safety:
Kaj, forbid it Heaven S
We know the arduous strife, the eternal laws.
To which the triumph of all good is given.
High sacrifice, and labour without pause.
Even to the death: --else wherefore should the eye
Of man converse with immortality ? 22
With Virtuous Liberty in his Soul, the Poet voiced his pref-
erence of death rather than subjugation.
"On The Final Submission of The Tyrolese" (1809)
The fight for Justice, preached Wordsworth, is
eventually crowned with success. It was a moral end for
21 Oxford Edition, 11.6-13, p. 315 b.
22 Oxford Edition, 11. 9-14, p. 316 a.

whioh the Tyrolese fought or the poor shepherds would not have
been able to withstand the power that mighty thrones no
longer could endure. Material defeat was theirs, but that
did not strive in vain. Their magnanimity and fame are
impulses which can neither be destroyed nor bought. Having
dropped their swords with unvanquished souls :
••• when, impatient of her guilt and woes,
Europe breaks forth; then. Shepherds • shall ye rise
For perfect triumph o'er your Enemies. 23
"Hail, Zaragoza I If With Unwet Eye" (1809)
"Saragossa (which by a freely efficient British army,
might have beel relieved) has fallen indeed; but leaves
little to regret; for consummate has been her fortitude
and valour. The citizens and soldiers of Saragossa
are to be envied; for they have completed the circle
of their duty. They have done all that could be
wished—all that could be prayed for. And, though
the cowardly malice of the enemy give two much reason
to fear that their leader Palafoxiwith the fate of
Toussaint) will soon be dead, it is the high privilege
of men who have performed what he has performed- -that
they cannot be missed; and, in moments of weakness
only, can they be lamented: their actions represent
them everywhere and forever. Palafox has taken his
place as parent and ancestor of innumerable heroes." 24
In the "Tract on the Convention of Cintra," Wordsworth
thus gave his description and evaluation of the achievements
of the Tyrolese under Palafox. This eulogy of Palafox is
continued in the sonnet beginning, "Hail, Zaragoza}" The fall
of Palafox was the fall of a heroic, brave Soul that sacri-
ficed himself for Freedom.
23 Oxford Edition, 11.12-14, p. 316 a.
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Suoh Bpeotaole demands not tear or sigh.
These desolate remains are trophies high
Of more than martial conrage in the hreast
Of peaceful civlo Irtue: they attest
Thy matchless worth to all posterity. 25
"Say, What Is Honour ?— 'Tls The Finest Sense" (1809)
As Wordsworth meditated on the various degrees of
Freedom, he frequently paused to define his terms. To him.
Honour was the finest sense of Justice which the human mind
can frame. Honour is hopeful elevation in time of war.
This hopeful elevation inspired glory and triumph :
Yet with politic skill
Endangered States may yield to terms unjust ;
Stoop their proud heads, but not unto the dust—
A Foe's most favourite purpose to fulfil:
Happy occasions oft by self-mistrust
Are forfeited; but infamy doth kill. 26
"The Martial Courage of a Day Is Vain" (1809)
Among the many people who did not recognize the mean-
ing of Justice was Hapoleon. He defeated the Austrians for
the fourth time in the Battle of Wagram, July, 1809. By the
Peace of Vienna that followed on October 10, Tyrol was
abandoned by Austria. In emphasizing the futility of "the
martial courage of a day," Wordsworth was inculcating that:
If vital hope is wanting to restore
Or fortitude be wanting to sustain.
Armies or kingdoms, 87
25 Oxford Edition, 11. 4-8, p. 316 a.
26 Oxford Edition. 11. 9-14, p. 316 b.
27 Oxford Edition, 11. 3-5, pp. 316 b- 317 a.
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All effort is vain, and all suocess is fleeting.
"Brave Schill ! By Death Delivered, Take Thy Flight" (1809
Brave Schill, in an attempt to liberate Germany from
the tyranny of Fapoleon, marched on Stralstmd, Prussia's
timid region, from which he took his flight. May 30, 1809,
"to go and rest with the heroes, 'mid the islands of the
Blest, or in the field of empyrean light." In eulogizing
this apostle of Liberty, the Poet commended him thus :
A meteor wert thou crossing a dark night:
Yet shall thy name, conspicuous and sublime.
Stand in the spacious firmament of time.
Fixed as a star: such glory is they right.
Alas ! it may not be: for earthly fame
Is Fortune's frail dependent; yet there lives
A Judge, who, as man claims by merit, gives;
To whose all-pondering mind a noble aim.
Faithfully kept, is as a noble deed;
In whose pure sight all virtue doth succeed. 28
In the life of Schill we see another hero, another virtuous
act, another example of the Poet's philosophy that success
crowns the efforts of all virtuous souls.
"Call Hot The Royal Swede Unfortunate" (1809)
In the eyes of the Poet, Grustavus lY, King of Sweden,
could not be considered unfortunate, because he never stooped
to fortune* He was fearless, impervious to evil temptations,
and sincere in his convictions. Therefore, rather than re-
sort to treachery and treason, he relinquished his kingship
and escaped to the aid of the defenders of Sweden :
28 Oxford Edition, 11. 5-14, p. 317 a.
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1Hence lives He, to Ms inner self endeared;
And hence, wherever virtue is revered.
He sits a more exalted Potentate,
Throned in the hearts of men* Should Heaven ordain
That this great Servant of a righteous cause
Must still have sad or vexing thoughts to endure.
Yet may a sympathising spirit pause.
Admonished by these truths, and quench all pain
In thankful joy and gratulation pure. 29
"Look 'Sow On That Adventurer Who Hath Paid'' (1809)
In this sonnet, Wordsworth contrasts the actions of
ITapoleon, the Adventurer, who hath paid his vows to Fortune
with those of Gustavus IV, who never did to Fortune hend his
knee. Napoleon gained prosperous height, but his power was
only :
...Joyless power that stands by lawless force !
Curses are his dire portion, scorn, and hate.
Internal darkness and unquiet breath;
And, if old Judgments keep their sacred course,
Him from that height shall Heaven precipitate
By violent and ignominious death. 30
The Poet here advocated Freedom by extolling Gustavus IV as
a hero and denounced despotism by disparaging Hapoleon.
"Is There A Power That Can Sustain and Cheer " (1809)
In the course of events, Palafox will receive his
reward. He then was enclosed in dark dungeons cut off from
all his friends, yet he left his country a stage whereon
deliberate Valour and rage of righteous Vengeance simultaneous-
ly did appear and fill the scene with hope and everlasting
89 Oxford Edition, 11. 6-14, p. 317 b.
30 Oxford Edition, 11. 9-14, pp.317 b—318 a.
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praise. Palafox can reflect on these achievements with a
serene and complacent mind thus bursting the bonds of his
fetters :
Yes, if visions bright
Shine oH his soul, reflected from the days
When he himself was tried in open light. 31
"On A Celebrated Event in Ancient History" (1810)
The conquests of Uapoleon were similar to a celebrated
event in ancient hi story • T« Quintius Flaminius, defeating
Philip of Macedon in 196 B.C., issued the proclamation of
the Liberty of Greece at the celebration of the Isthmian
Games. ?rhat a mockery it was to Wordsworth I Liberty is
not that which Man can bestow upon Man with a herald's voice.
Uot all people will accept that fact. Some during ancient
days shouted great acclamation over the outward show of T.
Quintlus Flaminius :
Yet were the thoughtful grieved; and still that voice
Haunts, with sad echoes, musing Fancy's ear :
Ah I that a Conqueror'
s
words should be so dear :
Ah I that a boon could shed such rapturous joys I
A gift of that which is not to be given
By all the blended powers of Earth and Heaven. 32
Here again Wordsworth echoes that only by the Soul can a
Nation be great and free.
31 Oxford Edition, 11. 12-14, p. 318 a.
32 Oxford Edition, 11. 9«14, p. 312 a.
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"Upon The Same Event" (1810)
Swiftly as the heams of mom did the news of this
manumission fly. The Aetolians knew that Liberty could not
be granted in that manner :
"'Tis known," cried they, "that he, who would adorn
His envied temples with the Isthmian crown.
Must either win, through effort of his own.
The prize, or be content to see it worn
By more deserving brows?— 33
It was Greece that bowed her head to receive the wreath of
Liberty signifying that she did not know the full significance
of True Freedom.
"Ah ! Where Is Palafox ? Nor Tongue Bor Pen" (1810)
Palafox knew the worth of true Liberty. After bravely
defending Saragossa against two sieges, he was taken prisoner
in February, 1809, and sent to Yincennes from which he was
released five years later. Knowing the fate of Toussaint,
it was logical that the Poet should contemplate a similar
doom for Palafox. The absence of all reports, the probability
of death by neglect and starvation, the soliloquy of the Poet:
Once again
Methinks that we shall hail thee. Champion brave,
Redeemed to baffle that imperial Slave,
And through all Europe cheer desponding men
With new-bom hope. Unbounded is the might
Of martyrdom and fortitude, and right. 34
33 Oxford Edition, 11. 5-9, p. 312 b.
34 Oxford Edition, 11. 5-10, p. 318 a- 318 b.
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The tritunph of Saragossa with the Eternal looks upon her sword
that gleams like lightning over all her natural surroundings,
and the enormous sacrifices made for Liberty, were Joyously
commemorated by Wordsworth*
"In Due Observance of an Ancient Rite" (1810)
There was something in the obsequies that impelled
the Biscayans toward their goal of Liberty, The sinless
infant shrouded in white, with the pure white rose, the
festal company singing choral songs, the uplifted cross
of Jesus, the child being borne uncovered to the grave
—
these were the symbols of purity. The Mother mourned the
departure of her infant:
But soon, through Christian faith, is grief subduefl: •
And joy returns, to brighten fortitude. 35
"Peelings of a Uoble Bisoayan at One of Those Funerals"
(1810)
This ancient use of the garland, fashioned of the
pure white rose, goaded the Biscayans on to meet their Foes
and inspired them with a firmer soul and a greater determina-
tion to regain their ancient freedom, A noble Biscayan at
one of those funerals decided that the pure burials given to
sinless infants did not become one whose father was a slave.
Through Wordsworth this noble Bisoayan lamented :
35 Oxford Edition, 11. 13-14, p. 318 b.
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These venerable moTmtalns now enclose
A people sunk in apathy and fear.
If this endure, farewell, for us, all good I
The awfal light of heavenly innocence
Will fail to illnminate the infant's bier;
And guilt and shame, from which is no defence.
Descend on all that issues from our blood. 36
"The Oak of Guernica" (1810)
There was much in the conventions of the Biscayans
that edified their spirits in time of desperation. The
national monument of Biscay is the ancient oak of Guernica,
under which Ferdinand and Isabella, in 1476, swore to maintain
the privileges of the Biscayans. In the sonnet, beginning,
"Oak of Guernica \ Tree of holier power," Wordsworth con-
templates the lamentable influence of the recent subjugation
upon the divine oeik. The restoration of Liberty is obligatory
Stroke merciful and welcome would that be
Which should extend thy branches on the ground.
If never more within their shady round
Those lofty-minded Lawgivers shall meet.
Peasant and lord, in their appointed seat,
Guardians of Biscay's ancient liberty. 37
36 Oxford Edition, 11. 8-14, p. 319 a.
37 Oxford Edition, 11. 9-14, p. 319 a.
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"Indignation of a High-Minded Spaniard" (1810)
In regard to the Spaniards, Wordsworth thns retorted :
He has seen that they have submitted as far as human
nature could hear; and that at least these millions of
suffering people have risen almost like one man, with
one hope; for whether they look to triumph or defeat,
to victory or death, they are full of hope—despair comes
not near them—they will die
,
they 8ay--each individual
knows the danger and, strong in the magnitude of it,
grasps eagerly at the thought that he himself is to
perish; and more eagerly, and with higher confidence,
does he lay to his heart the faith that the nation will
survive and be victorious;—or , at the worst, let the
contest terminate how it may as to superiority of outward
strength, that the fortitude and the martyrdom, the
justice and the blessing, are theirs and cannot be
relinquished, 38
Wordworth was indeed in sympathy with the Spaniards.
First he spoke for them in his words, and now in the sonnet
beginning, "We can endure that he should waste our lands,"
he dramatically resolves through the High-Minded Spaniard
that death and destruction, the demands of that Tyrant's
insatiable appetite, could be tolerated.
But, when of bands
Which he will break for us he dares to speak.
Of benefits, and of a future day
When our enlightened minds shall bless his sway;
Then , the strained heart of fortitude proves weak;
Our groans, our blushes, our pale cheeks declare 39
That he has power to inflict what we lack strength to bear.
38 "A Tract on the Convention of Cintra',' Prose Works
,
Grosart, Vol. I, p. 64.
39 Oxford Edition, 11. 8-14, p.319 b.
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"Avatint All Specious Pliancy of Mind" fl810)
Tlie penetrating eye of the Poet could see "beyond the
apeoiOTiB pliancy of mind in men of low degree like Uapoleon,
could see beyond the smooth pretence. Most keenly did
Wordsworth ahhor the perfidy of the French in their dealing
with Spain. When he was ready to banish pretence and invoke
blunt indifference, self-respecting slowness, patience,
temperance, and Honour, the sonnet again came to his rescue
and forth he pealed :
Such men of old
Were England's native growth; and throughout Spain
(Thanks to high God) forests of such remain:
Then for that Country let our hopes be bold;
For matched with these shall policy prove vain.
Her arts, her strength, her iron, and her gold. 40
"O'er-Weening Statesmen Have Pull Long Relied" (1810)
Pleasant to the ear of Wordsworth was the reiteration
of this premonitory note. Echoing from the Lake District in
1810, the melody once more is heard :
O'erweening Statesmen have full long relied
On fleets and armies, and external wealth:
But from within proceeds a Nation's health;
Which shall not fail, though poor men cleave with pride
To the paternal floor; or turn aside.
In the thronged city, from the walks of gain.
As being all unworthy to detain
A Soul by contemplation sanctified. 41
40 Oxford Edition, 11. 9-14, pp. 319 b- 320 a.
41 Oxford Edition, 11. 1-8, p.3S0 a.
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There were loyal Spaniards of every rank who felt and nnder-
stood the good of the high cause of Liberty and dedicated
their lives to their Country,
"The French and the Spanish Guerillas" fl810 or
1811)
Only temporarily conld the Poet "banish the thoughts
of the hardships of the Spaniards to his subconscious state
of mind. He was thoroughly saturated in the knowledge of
their suffering. The Spanish and French Guerillas were en-
gaged as hunters pursuing a bevy of quails. The Spaniards
endured long periods of intense suffering. After each en-
counter, they would gather new hope and seek opportunity
for a repeated attack. Napoleon achieved an outward victory,
but never will his conscience permit him to rest. The Spanish
are still molesting him :
Their sword is at the Foeman's heart I
And thus from year to year his walk they thwart.
And hang like dreeuns around his guilty bed. 42
"Spanish Guerillas" (1811)
"Don Esprez y Mina, leader of the Guerillas of
Uavarre, had been educated for the priesthood. The "great
leader" is the Roman general Sertorius, whose romantic story
43
profoundly stirred Wordsworth's imagination."
42 Oxford Edition, 11. 12-14, p. 320 b.
43 Oxford Edition, lote, p. 320 b»
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The friends and followers of Sertorlus fled from Spain
and disappeared by a slow, gradual death. They dwindled and
perished one by one* But not the soul of liberty, which
survived fifteen hundred years and then wasted down by death
44
that race of natural heroes
•
In the sonnet beginning, "They seek, are sought; to
dally battle led," Wordsworth delineated the horrors of war
and the character of the Spanish Captains, His mind reverted
to the past, and, of course, a contrast ensued :
and at their head
Are captains such as erst their country bred
Or fostered, self-supported chiefs— like those
Whom hardy Rome was fearful to oppose;
Whose desperate who^slc the Carthaginian fled. 45
"The Power of Armies Is a Visible Thing" (1811)
The material power of Armies Is limited. Inestimable
Is the force of a whole nation. Again In the "Convention of
Clntra" Wordsworth quotes from a procl€UBatlon dated Ovledo,
July 17. Prom this quotation, one may discern the source
of power.
A whole people Is more powerfal than disciplined
armies. Those, who unite to maintain the Independence
of their country, must triumph over tyranny. Spain will
Inevitably conquer. In a cause the most just that has
ever raised the deadly weapon of war; for she fights,
not for the concern of a day, but for the security and
happiness of ages; not for an Insulated privilege, but
44 "The Prelude," Oxford Edition. Bk. I, 11.190-208.
p*635 a.
45 Oxford Edition. 11. 4*8, p. 3E0 b.
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for the rights of h-oman nature; not for temporal "bless-
ings, htit for eternal happiness; not for the benefit of46
one nation, but for all mankind, and even Pranoe herself.
The souls of brave people make up the soul of a brave
nation. Spain exemplified a good example of Wordsworth's
philosophy of the Soul:
But, who the limits of that power shall trace
Which a brave People into light can bring
Or hide, at will,— for freedom combating
By just revenge inflamed ? 47
"Here Pause: The Poet Claims at Least This Praise" (1811)
Speaking of himself, Wordsworth, the Poet, said in
"A Tract on the Convention of CintraV "I began with hope;
48
and hope has inwardly accompanied me to the end." To the
retrospective view condensed in this sonnet, the Poet exults
in his own praise that he has promulgated Virtuous Liberty
which sustains hope, the paramount duty that heaven lays for
its own honour on man's suffering heart. This virtuous
Liberty of which he wrote will sustain hope during the worst
moments of war.
never may from our souls, one truth depart
—
That an accursed thing it is to gaze
On prosperous tyrants with a daazled eye;
Hor—touched with due abhorrence of their guilt
?or whose dire ends tears flow, and blood is spilt.
And justice labours in extremity-
Forget thy weakness, upon which is built,
0 wretched man, the throne of tyranny ! 49
47 Oxford Edition, 11. 3-6, p. 321 a.
48 Brose Works, Grosart, I, p«148
4f Oxford Edition. 11.7-14, p. 321 b.
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In proportion as man or nation exemplifies virtuous
Li"berty, in that proportion is the soul free and in only
that proportion should external restraint be diminished.

ABSTRACT
I
ABSTRACT
The political predicament of the world today Is
strikingly parallel to that of the early years of the nine-
teenth century. Sednlously seeking the aid of the most
eloquent mouthpiece of that era, the writer organized a
political "biography of William Wordsworth by categorizing,
analyzing, and Illustrating by specific quotations from his
verse, his recurring political Ideas, with the hope that
this report may enlarge the view of the short-sighted, cheer
the desponding, and stimulate the remiss.
Bom In Cockermouth, In a little Cumberland village,
on April 7, 1770, William Wordsworth, the second son of
John Wordsworth and his wife Anne Cookson, enjoyed a happy
childhood free from excessive restraint and limitations.
At the Anne Birkett school, during the first period of
his formal training, he met Mary Hutchinson, his future
wife. At the death of his mother in 1778, the five children
of the Wordsworth family were separated, and William was
sent to the Hawkshead grammar school, where lax authority
indulged his natural desire for freedom. In 1787, the Poet
was sent to St. John's College, Cambridge by his two uncles,
to whose guardianship he had been entrusted at the death
of his father in 1783.
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The Innate demooratio tendencies of the Poet, nartured
on the demooratio environments of his home at Cockermonth,
the liberty of the Anne Birkett school, and the laxity at
Hawkshead, were further developed and actuated by the academ-
ic republic at Cambridge. Up to this point in his life,
Wordsworth's political views were unconsciously reflected;
it was his first tour of France and Switzerland in 1790 that
inspired the conscious implication of republicanism and his
approval of the French Revolution as an instrument for se-
curing freedom.
During the years 1791 and 1792, the Poet recollected
in tranquility his first trip to Europe which provided
material for his first poem reflecting his political ideas,
"Descriptive Sketches" (1791-92 ) • The republican principles
affirmed in this poem are : (1) the capability of man to
exercise self-government, (2) the heroism in losing one's
life in defense of freedom, (3) the vindication of France
in the employment of violence in securing freedom and (4)
the desirability of overthrowing monarchs who obstruct the
progress of liberty.
Prom Switzerland, Wordsworth returned to Cambridge
and received his degree in 1791. After spending four months
in London, he again visited France, where the friendship
of Annette Vallon and Michel Beaupuy crystallized the Poet's
republican sentiments into resolute convictions and con-
verted him into a radical republican. During this second
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visit to France, Wordsworth engaged in a love affair with
Annette Vallon from which affair an illegitimate daughter,
Anne Caroline Wordwodsth, was bom. Immediately after the
hirth of his daughter, in December, 1792, Wordsworth returned
to England to secure aid for the Jacobins and funds for
himself • Before he could transact his business, hostilities
between Prance and England delayed for nine years his an-
ticipated return to France.
The precipitation of war in 1893 forced Wordsworth
to choose between patriotism and humanitarianism. Abandoning
England, he embraced more firmly the cause of France. Events
in France began to assume an ominous form; oppressed French-
men became oppressors; a war of defense was changed to one
of conquest. Then the disillusioned Poet yielded up moral
questions in despair.
In the political poetry composed between 1793 and
1794, Wordsworth's state of confusion is the projected
theme. The Poet observed the calamities of war visited
upon the poor class of society and identified the results
with existing monarchical governments. In the selection,
"Guilt and Sorrow," (begun 1791-92-completed 1793-94),
Wordsworth intentionally accumulated the horrors of the
American Revolutionary War and portrayed them through two
sombre stories— one related by a discharged impecunious
Sailor returning to England, the other by a forlorn, im-
poverished, homeless. Soldier's Widow.

After the composition of this poem, a mysterious period
ensued In Wordsworth's life. Emerging from this period of
seclusion, he and Dorothy settled at Racedown In September,
1795. His firm convictions on the disapproval of war as
an Instrument of peace and the mental confusion which burden-
ed him during this period are reflected In "The Borderers"
(1795-96), a tragedy with a setting devoid of law and order
In which a group of borderers consummate the murder of an
Innocent blind man.
Dorothy Wordsworth, realizing the dejection into which
her brother had fallen, through her care and companionship
alleviated his despair. Before the end of 1795, she was
aided in her task by Samuel Taylor Coleridge, the English
author who recognized the merits of Wordsworth's work and
inspired him to resume his composition of poetry.
"The Borderers," a tragedy which portrayed the de-
moralizing evils of war as evils of monarchical government
and hailed democracy as the great panacea, was completed
in 1796.
Anti-monarchical sentiments are also reiterated in
"The ConvlctV a poem composed in 1796 or 1797, which con-
trasts the repose of a monarch with the horrible dreams of
a convict, thus implying the necessary criminality of all
monarchs.
In 1797, Wordsworth and Dorothy moved to Alfoxden,
near the home of Coleridge, who collaborated with Wordsworth
a &1:
in the publication of Lyrical Ballads of 1798 .
Then followed a trip to Goslar, Germany, (1798-1799)
and the composition of poems on nature, humble life, children,
and elderly men. Returning from (Jermany, In the spring of
1799, Wordsworth and Dorothy moved to Dove Cottage, In
December. The Poet revised and lengthened the "Preface to
Lyrical Ballads," and the second edition appeared In 1800.
After suppressing his political views for one year,
Wordsworth visited Calais, France, in Augast, 1802, where
he began the composition of a series of sonnets dedicated
to National Independence and Liberty. The new Liberty
which he promulgated after his moral crisis was not freedom
from external restraint as advocated in 1792, but internal
freedom of the soul. The change of the Poet's political
views from republicanism to mild conservatism is revealed
in his poetry composed between the years 1802 and 1803,
In which he exhorted England to adopt certain defensive
measures, defended civil liberty, defined the only fetters
of a nation, sounded a call to arms against France and
exulted in imaginary victories of the English armies over
the French forces.
Leaving his home to the care of his bride of October,
1802, Wordsworth with Dorothy and Coleridge entered upon
a tour of Scotland in 1803.
The year 1804 was another silent year for the Poet's
political views. Grieved over the fatal shipwreck of his
'
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"brother. Captain John Wordsworth, Pehmary, 1805, and the
death of lord Kelson during the same year, he poetically
preserved his mediations on leadership. In "Character of
the Happy Warrior," Wordsworth subtly eulogised the two
heroes of 1805 and, through a comhlnatlon of their virtues,
characterized the Ideal leader.
"Elegiac Stanzas," avowed his submission to a new
control, and "Ode to Duty" contained his pledge of loyalty
to duty. Still another poem of 1805 is "The Prelude" which
traced the origin and development of the Poet's republican-
ism, his apostasy, and his conservatism.
In six sonnets composed between 1806 and 1807, Words-
worth reflected increasingly conservative views by fl)
ratlonallalng upon the advantages of self-imposed restraint,
(2) entrusting England to the leadership of men with free
souls, (3) entreating her to retain her possessions, (4)
prognosticating a glorious eternity for Thomas Clarkson,
a pioneer in the abolition of slavery, (5) prophesying
great achievements for Germany, and (6) expressing his
nostalgia for the tranquility of nature.
In the year 1808, Wordsworth and his family of three
children sought comfort in a larger house at Allan Bank,
where, in connection with the composition of a prose tract
on the Convention of Clntra, he wrote two sonnets— one,
describing his sublime environment removed from vain objects
that enslave, and a second, prophesying the remote Influence
of his tract*
•> =1.)
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Heroism in Europe was the theme of his sonnets com-
posed in 1809, In eulogizing the various heroes and their
countries, he lauded Hofer, the godlike innkeeper who led
the Tyrolese, evoked mountain liberty from its Tyrolean
grounds, and commended the Tyrolese for their independent
spirit. Looking about him for other virtues, Wordsworth
reprimanded sapient (Jermany for her submission to the
enslavement of knowledge, extolled the citizens of Zaragoza
for their invincible souls, and breathed a sonnet prayer
for the continued safety of England. Again attracted by
the magnanimity and fame of the Tyrolean shepherds, he
turned once more to them and to their allies of Zaragoza.
This time he meditated upon the whereabouts of Palafox,
the heroic leader of the citizens of Zaragoza.
Proceeding to pronwlgate his doctrines of self-re strainlt
often did Wordsworth discourse upon terminology. One sonnet
was given over to the definition of honour as the finest
sense of justice, and in a second sonnet was discussed the
effervescence of martial courage devoid of hope and forti-
tude.
Panegyrics continued to flow from his pen as he com-
posed sonnets to the memory of brave Schill and Gustavus IV.
Thus ended the sonnets of 1809. Again moving time
came. Seeking a larger home for his family of five children.
of
Wordsworth moved to the rectory of Grasmere, where he re-
iterated his conservative views in fourteen political
sonnets and concluded with the avowal that he had promulgated
virtuous liberty. In the final sonnet of 1811, Wordsworth
declared that external restraint should be diminished only
in proportion as one exemplified virtuous liberty, freedom
of the soul. Thus he succinctly states his conservative
philosophy.
After the death of two of his five children in 1812,
the atmosphere of the little Grasmere rectory remained
saddened, and in 1813, the Wordsworths moved to Rydal Mount,
The Poet, after serving as stamp distributor for twenty-
nine years and as poet-laureate for eight years, died
April 23, 1850, and was interred in the little churchyard
at Grasmere,
lis
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